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ABSTRACT

Four-foot hard maple bolts, ranging in diameter from 6 to 16 inches, were 
produced from pulp wood and sawlogs. The bolts were live-sawn into 1-inch 
boards to identify the coordinates of each board defect in order to mathema
tically reconstruct each bolt for simulated sawing. The optimum bolt values 
were obtained by "computer sawing" the bolt models several times into dimen
sion stock, squares or pallet stock using three sawing patterns; live, around 
and cant sawing. In the simulated sawing of the actual and theoretical bolts, 
live sawing consistently resulted in the highest product value. The only ex
ception was for bolts containing a large amount of discoloured wood. In these 
cases, around and cant sawing performed better than live sawing. In general, 
live sawing produced the highest product value for the following reasons; the 
production of wider boards allows a greater resawing flexibility, fewer saw 
cuts with less kerf loss and the production of fewer slabs.

In-plant studies were conducted to determine the effect of the sawing pat
tern on productivity. Live sawing increased productivity by 18% for small 
diameter bolts and up to for larger diameter bolts over the other sawing 
patterns. While multi-pass systems may be suitable for the larger, higher 
quality bolts, it is doubtful that such a system would be viable processing 
small diameter material down to 6 inches. In processing smaller diameter 
bolts, it is necessary to have a single-pass system with high productivity to 
offset the lower quality and value of this material.
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SUMMARY

In the simulated sawing of actual bolts and theoretical bolts, live sawing 
consistently produced the highest value for the production of non-NHLA prod
ucts, namely squares and blanks for dimension stock. Where live sawing did 
not equal or exceed the value produced by the other three sawing patterns it 
was generally associated with a bolt which contained a large amount of dis
coloured wood.

The higher value in general produced by live sawing may be attributed to 
several factors. Firstly, live sawing will produce fewer boards from a given 
bolt than the other three sawing patterns. These boards will be wider and 
therefore the percentage lost due to edging and leftover waste will be smaller 
than on the narrower boards produced by the three other sawing patterns. As 
well, the wider live sawn flitches will allow greater resawing flexibility 
when dealing with boards with defects and with clear boards.

As well, live sawing results in the production of only two slabs whereas 
the three other sawing patterns generally produce four slabs. The slabs them
selves are waste but they also effectively limit the width of boards which may 
be produced from the bolt. The slight loss in width on some boards may result 
in the loss of one complete cutting. This is especially true for fixed width 
cuttings such as squares.

Finally, with live sawing there are fewer sawcuts in a given bolt when 
compared to the three other sawing patterns resulting in less loss due to saw 
kerfs. Again, this may seem to be a very small difference, however, if it re
sults in the recovery or loss of one extra cutting, then value will be signi
ficantly affected.

No matter how carefully done, a simulation study is exactly that, a simu
lated model which may differ from the actual world. In this case, the simula
ted sawing was done on actual bolts and as such should parallel the real world 
much better than bolts having computer generated random defects. The sawing 
patterns used were typical of those used in industry and the worst face was 
positioned following the generally accepted rules to obtain the best yield and 
grade.
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There was one departure, however from actual practice as the around sawing 
sequence was based on the poorest face as ascertained by visual inspection of 
the faces. Thus "hidden" defects uncovered during sawing would not be consid
ered and the benefits derived from turning the log when these defects are ex
posed were not realized. It must be remembered, however, the simulation was 
investigating small diameter material. As such, most of the defects will not 
be "hidden" as the tree has not had time to overgrow these defects.

The fact that small diameter material was used should have helped in the 
selection of the poorest face and would tend to eliminate the effect of hidden 
defects. In the large diameter bolts where there may have been some "hidden" 
defects, the simulation may have resulted in some bias.

The difference in yield between dimension stock and squares can be sub
stantial, especially for the smaller diameter bolts. Sawing the 8-inch bolts 
with face defects but no heart defects resulted in an average recovery of 43$ 
for dimension stock and only 35$ for squares. The yield of dimension could 
actually be higher as the minimum width used for the simulation was 1-1/4" 
while many industrial plants take dimension down to 3/4-" in width. Still, 
there is an 8$ difference in yield in favour of dimension stock. It should be 
obvious then, small diameter bolts should be sawn for dimension stock while 
larger diameter bolts are best sawn for squares.

Sawing the large diameter bolts for squares will not result in a higher 
yield or recovery than dimension stock. It will however, result in a higher 
bolt value because of the high value associated with the larger square sizes 
(2-1/2") cut from these bolts. Recovery also increases with diameter improv
ing the square recovery to acceptable levels.

With particular prices, sizes and sawing sequence employed in the simula
tion work, the 12-inch butt bolt was the first bolt to yield a square value 
which was higher than the dimension stock value. This is not to say bolts 
under 12 inches should not be sawn for squares but the square value is very 
dependent on bolt quality much more so than dimension stock. When heart size 
is small and face quality is good (3 or 4 clear faces), the square value may
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exceed the dimension value for bolts down to a 10-inch diameter and perhaps 
even a 9-inch diameter. However, as face quality decreases and/or heart size 
increases, the smaller diameter bolts should be sawn for dimension stock for 
the maximum value.

PACE AND HEART DEFECTS

In the production of clear squares and dimension stock, face defects have 
only a small effect on the overall averages. Much of this is due to the fact 
that although defects may show on the faces of larger diameter bolts, much of 
the underlying wood is clear as the tree has had time to overgrow this defect. 
Pace defects, however, are very important on small diameter bolts as they will 
limit cuttings in both number and length. In considering the processing of 
small diameter bolts, it would be important to consider both the number of 
clear faces and the percentage of clear area on a face in selecting suitable 
material. In this manner, the better quality small diameter material can be 
separated from the pulpwood material.

Unlike face defects, the size of heart or discoloured wood with its asso
ciated defects affected the yield and value of all bolts regardless of dia
meter. As heart size increased the yield of clear material and value de
creased. Heart size limits the width of sapwood and therefore the maximum 
thickness which can be cut from a face..
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As heart size increased, around sawing and cant parallel and perpendicular 
sawing improved relative to live sawing until live sawing resulted in the low
est value. For live sawing, a large heart will effectively divide the wide 
flitches into two, narrow clear areas which will not resaw as well as clear 
flitches, as shown in the figure below.

On the other hand, the three other patterns, but especially around sawing, 
will maximize the width of the clear areas recovered from the large heart 
bolts and therefore the value. But at what heart size should the bolt be live 
sawn versus around sawn to maximize value?

In answering this question, what was found to be important during simula
tion was not so much percentage of heartwood but rather, the width of the sap- 
wood. The following table shows the percent heart, width of sapwood and the 
optimum sawing pattern for the bolts with face and heart defects.
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Eolt Diameter Percent Width of Optimum Sawing Pattern 
and Position Heart White Wood D/s Squares

6" upper 8 10/4
6" butt 5 11/4

8" upper 37 9/4
8" butt 32 10/4

10" upper 31 13/4
10" butt 45 10/4

1 2 " upper 38 11/4
12" butt 39 12/4

Cant Parallel Live
Live Live

* *
Live *

Live Live
Around

Live Live
Live Live

1 4" upper 
14" butt

45
50

lj/4 Around & Cant Perpendicular
12/4 Live

Live
Live

16" upper 
16" butt

59 11/4
32 20/4

Around & Cant Parallel Around & Cant Parallel 
* Live

* no significant difference between patterns.

From this table, live sawing resulted in the optimum bolt value for 
smaller diameter bolts (< 1 2") when the width of the whitewood was equal to 
or greater than 11/4 (2 3/4")»

This same rule does not work as well with the larger diameter bolts namely 
the 14 and 16-inch bolts. For all these bolts, the width of white wood was 
ll/4 (2-3/4") or greater but live sawing only resulted in a greater value for 
half the bolts. A possible explanation may be the recovery of pallet material 
from the heart which would increase the value produced by around and cant saw
ing. None of this material was recovered during live sawing and the bolt 
value was not increased.

For the particular prices and sizes used during the simulation, the 11/4 
(2-3/4") of whitewood provided a good guideline for the selection of the saw
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ing pattern which would result in the optimum holt value. This 11/4 width of 
sapwood has been translated into the recommended maximum heart size for bolts 
that will yield the optimum value when live sawn. These values shown in the 
table are specific for the simulation conditions but indicate the quality of 
the bolt with respect to heart size.

MAXIMUM HEART SIZE FOR OPTIMUM LIVE SAWING

Diameter Percent
Heart

6" 10

8" 20

10" 30
1 2" 40
14" 40
16" 50

From the point of view of optimizing the individual bolt values, live saw
ing should be employed for smaller heart bolts while another pattern should be 
employed for larger heart bolts. However, because of the size of the material 
and the inherent lower value, it is necessary to consider a sawing pattern 
which will optimize individual bolt values and at the same time, produce the 
maximum value per unit of productive time through high productivity.

PRODUCTIVITY

When dealing with low quality, small diameter material, high productivity 
is of the upmost importance to offset the low value of this material. This is 
even more important when dealing with short, low quality small diameter mater
ial.

As productivity is a function of the number of sawcuts in a multipass sys
tem, live sawing resulted in the highest productivity as it produced the 
smallest number of sawcuts and the least amount of turning for the breakdown
of a bolt.
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From in-plant studies, it is estimated live sawing can increase productiv
ity "by approximately 18$ on small diameter bolts and up to 30$ on larger dia
meter bolts over the other sawing patterns. As diameter increases, live saw
ing productivity will increase relative to the other patterns because of the 
extra sawing passes required to process larger diameters.

Cant sawing will result in a productivity slightly higher than around saw
ing but still lower than live sawing. Thus for a multipass type of processing 
system live sawing the smaller heart bolts and cant sawing the larger heart 
bolts will result in maximum value per unit of productive time.

While multipass systems may be suitable for the larger, higher quality 
bolts, it is doubtful such a system could be viable processing small diameter 
wood down to 6 inches. For this small diameter wood it is necessary to have a 
singlepass system for high- productivity to offset the lower quality and value 
of this material. Recommendations for such a system will be found elsewhere 
in this report.

COMPONENT LENGTH DISTIBUTION

Most industrial square or dimension operations produce far more short 
pieces from the cut up operation or offal than are useable in production. In 
many cases, these shorts present an inventory or disposal problem. Because of 
the scarcity of the longer length cuttings, it was considered important to ex
amine the effect of sawing pattern on length distribution of the components 
produced.

The length distribution for squares and dimension stock was carried out 
for the components cut from the bolts with face and heart defects. From this 
analysis, cant sawing produced the greatest percentage of long cuttings fol
lowed by around sawing then live sawing. The difference between cant sawing 
and live sawing was 6$ for both dimension stock and squares. However, it must 
be noted that live sawing generally resulted in a higher overall yield and 
some of this "extra" material was shorter lengths. This would tend to reduce 
the percentage of longer lengths produced by live sawing.
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CROSSCUT FIRST VERSUS RIP FIRST

To design an optimum processing system, it was important to examine the 
effect of sawing pattern on subsequent secondary processing necessary to 
produce the product.

Squares by their very nature being long and thin are best ripped first and 
crosscut to length later, regardless of sawing pattern. It would be quite 
possible to carry out both these operations in the primary processing plant. 
For production of dimension stock, sawing pattern did have an effect on subse
quent. processing. Live-sawn boards were ripped first more often than crosscut 
first while the inverse was true for around and cant sawing.

Live-sawn boards had a higher rip first occurrence because of the concen
tration of defects in the pith zone of the board. The ripping operation is 
well suited to defect the centre pith zone and the wane on the edges of each 
board.

The around and cant sawing patterns had a higher crosscut first occurrence 
because many of the centre defects are contained in the cant leaving only iso
lated defects in the board which can be easily eliminated by crosscutting. It 
must be remembered, as well, the program will tend to crosscut first when the 
number of changes of operation are the same.

The utilization of this smaller diameter, low grade material represents a 
challenge for a number of reasons. It is not well suited to the production of 
standard NHLA lumber in a conventional sawmill and thus a new marketing con
cept is required. An operation aimed at utilizing this material must do more 
than just prepare wood products for the next trading point in the traditional 
manner, the operation must produce a high value finished or semi-finished pro
duct .

This high value combined with high productivity will help to offset the 
low volume and value of the individual bolts. As well, bolt quality specifi
cations must be set up based on face and heart defects to separate the better
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quality material from the pulpwood. By limiting the holt range from about 6 

to 12 inches in diameter, problems with juvenile wood should be reduced and 
sawmill equipment could be tailored to handle this size of material.

The operation could be expected through proper equipment and sawing pat
tern selection to convert 40 to 60$ of the bolt volume into finished products, 
dimension stock blanks, squares and pallet stringers at the rate of 40,000 

board feet per shift. This high production rate could create tremendous in
ventory problems if the mill is not "cutting to fill an order". Such a plan 
would require extremely aggressive marketing and most of it outside of Canada 
due to the present structure of the Canadian furniture industry with many 
plants having their own cut up operation.

A possible solution to this problem could take the form of a consortium of 
furniture plants which would own and buy all their dimension needs from one 
single plant. In this manner, the dimension plant would be provided with a 
stable order around which to schedule while selling any excess dimension on 
the open market.

The utilization of small diameter material is not an easy route to follow 
but will become increasingly necessary as higher quality timber disappears and 
lumber prices increase. These small diameter trees represent close to half 
the present hardwood growing stock amd might well be used for furniture parts 
if all processing steps were aimed at these parts.
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RECOMMENMTIONS

The following recommendations were based on the simulation work and plant 
studies and are intended to aid in the utilization of small diameter boltwood.

1. Recovery levels during the simulation were acceptable, ranging from 35 to 
65% of the bolt volume. These recovery levels were based on two main pro
ducts, dimension stock (clear two sides) and clear squares. Recovery could be 
improved significantly by considering the manufacture of dimension stock clear 
one side and clear two sides, interior furniture parts, kitchen cabinet pallet 
parts. The smallest size cut up during the simulation was 1-1/4 inches wide 
by 14-1/2 inches long. Closer utilization in the form of a smaller minimum 
size would also increase recovery.

2. Conventional multipass processing systems are not well suited to the pro
cessing of small diameter boltwood because of low productivity. . The way to 
obtain the necessary productivity would be to process the boltwood through a 
single pass system capable of processing 30,000 bf/shift. The boltwood pro
cessing plant should be fast yet flexible enough to either live saw or cant 
saw and handle 4-foot to 8-foot material across a range of quality. A 
possible design is discussed in the following section; however, it is 
recommended that other systems should be designed.

3. Because of the fragmented nature of the Canadian furniture industry, it 
would be difficult for a single organization to develop markets for all prod
ucts. Instead, it is recommended that a consortium of furniture manufacturers 
in a joint venture could provide a captive market for much of the production. 
In doing so, the manufacturers would benefit from the economies of scale of 
the new plant and would be able to concern themselves more with the finishing 
and assembly of components.

4 . The simulation results indicated live sawing resulted in optimum value, 
especially when producing fixed width products such as squares. The only ex
ception was bolts with large hearts; in such cases, either around sawing or 
cant sawing resulted in a higher value than live sawing. It is recommended
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that the incoming raw material should he live-sawn according to maximum heart 
and bolt size limits specified in the conclusions. Bolts with larger hearts 
should be cant-sawn.

5. When live sawing through the heart consider producing a flitch thickness 
which is compatible for both squares and pallet material. In doing so, pallet 
stringers may be salvaged from the heart area. None of this material was sal
vaged during the simulation exercise.

6. From the simulation, the smaller diameter bolts (6-9 ) will not produce 
the optimum value when sawn for squares because of lower recovery levels. 
These bolts should be sawn for dimension stock while the larger bolts should 
be sawn for squares. The breaking point is very sensitive to the price dif
ferential between square and dimension stock and this value should be deter
mined .

7. The simulated cut-up of the flitches resulted in ripping first followed by 
crosscutting for the live-sawn material even though the program itself is 
biased towards the crosscut first option for the production of dimension 
stock. The squares were ripped first because of the nature of the product —  
long and narrow. Gang-ripping first followed by crosscutting should be sel
ected as the processing sequence for the secondary plant to achieve high pro
ductivity and optimum value.

8. A 4-foot bolt length was chosen for the simulation work; however, in an 
actual plant it is suggested two or three bolt lengths should be manufactured 
to allow for closer utilization of the resource. The bolt lengths should ac
commodate the required cutting lengths and/or combinations of cutting lengths.

9. The smaller squares (l- 1-1/2”) should be produced from residue only. 
Salvaging small squares from edging and other residue can increase recovery by 
'5-1%. Consideration should be given to gluing of these squares to produce 
larger, more valuable squares for turnings.
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10. The operation will produce a fair proportion of shorter length less valu
able material. Consideration should be given to end jointing the shorter 
lengths to produce more valuable longer pieces. Two possible end-jointing 
systems might be used —  finger joining or SEM (Serpentine End-Matched) joints.

11. One of the key factors in the success of the operation is the log sorting 
process. It is here, material unsuitable for processing or suitable only as 
short logs must be separated from the potential boltwood for dimension and 
squares. It is necessary that minimum bolt quality specifications be estab
lished which will separate the useable boltwood from the lower quality mater
ial.

The following variables were found to account for about 70 percent of the 
variation in bolt value.

1 . Scaling diameter;
2 . Bolt position;
3* Percent clear or second poorest face of the bolt;
4- Width of sapwood;
5- Percent sweep or crook; and,
6. Percent rot.

Using these variables, it is recommended that a set of bolt quality speci
fications should be established for the proper allocation of incoming raw mat
erial .
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FURTHER WORK REQUIRED

With the present simulation package, it is possible to input a particular 
bolt with a set of defect characteristics, a bolt position and a sawing pat
tern. The resulting "sawn" boards can be "cut-up" according to a cutting bill 
to obtain the optimum yield. There are, however, two short comings to the 
present simulation package.

Firstly, there is a need to optimize the sawing pattern depending on the 
product mix. In other words, to find the best combination of product sizes to 
fit the particular bolt or log diameter to obtain the optimum yield. Present
ly, the sawing patterns are evaluated manually to identify the optimum yield 
sawing pattern. The complete process must be repeated if the product mix 
changes. Secondly, the present simulation package will optimize the yield 
from the "sawn" boards, but it can not determine a value for this yield. As 
was discovered during the simulation, a sawing pattern may produce the lowest 
yield, but the highest value resulting from the price structure of the "sawn" 
products. These calculations are also performed manually, thereby, rendering 
this operation time consuming.

The addition of the optimum sawing pattern selection and the value func
tion to the existing simulation package would greatly increase the flexibility 
of this computer program. In the future, manufacturers could provide bolt 
diameter/heart size distributions and a required product mix as input data and 
the simulation program could determine the optimum sawing pattern for a speci
fic run of bolts or logs.
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DESIGN OF A PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR LOW GRADE HARDWOODS

Small diameter low quality hardwoods necessitate high speed processing to 
offset the low value of the material. It is unlikely any multi pass system 
employing a carriage could attain the necessary production rates. The only 
way to achieve these rates would he to process the material through a single 
pass processing system.

There are single pass processing systems in existence today achieving very 
high production rates in hardwood. These operations are designed primarily 
for the production of pallet lumber or cut-to-length pallet stock, not dimen
sion stock or squares. The systems generally employ a cant sawing pattern 
where by a scragg saw or chipper canter produces a two-sided cant which is 
then sent to a circular gang saw. The system is not well suited for the pro
duction of squares or dimension stock, however, as cant sawing does not pro
vide the optimum value except in cases where heart size is large.

The optimum processing system should combine high productivity with live 
sawing. At the same time, the system should provide as much flexibility as 
possible to produce a range of products including dimension stock, squares, 
industrial timbers and some pallet parts. It must be noted that there is al
ways a trade off between high productivity and flexibility.

The optimum processing system will be designed to handle material from 6 

inches to 12 inches in diameter and from 4 feet to 8 feet in length. Limiting 
the diameter to 6 inches will maintain reasonable productivity while the abil
ity to handle 4 to 8-foot material will allow for the production of a range of 
standard products.

The raw material will be received at the mill in tne form of random lengfcn 
logs and tree lengths where possible. The material will be debarked in this 
form and slashed to length at this point.
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The slashing operation will play a very important role in the allocation 
of material that is suitable for the number of products produced by the mill. 
Specific minimum quality parameters should be set out for the various prod
ucts and the raw material should be slashed accordingly. The priority will of 
course be placed on the production of bolts for dimension requirements stock 
and for squares. The material not meeting the quality requirements for bolt- 
wood will be considered for 8-foot logs to produce pallet cants or blocking 
squares. Finally, material that is not considered sawable would either be 
chipped on site or slashed as pulpwood. Centralized slashing would permit 
much greater control over the quality of the material being processed by the 
sawmill. It would also allow the material to be sorted according to end prod
ucts at this point. Thus, a certain order could be filled very quickly by 
selecting the correct size of material from inventory.

The optimum processing plant would have two functions. First, to break- 
down the bolt into flitches as fast as possible and, secondly, to breakdown 
the flitches into components. To combine both operations in one plant results 
in several disadvantages. The dimension stock flitches will be kiln-dried 
then gang ripped into blanks. This means the flitches would have to be re
introduced back into the sawmill after drying. As well, the breakdown of 
flitches should proceed at a rate so as to obtain the maximum yield possible. 
More than likely, the breakdown of flitches would proceed slower than the 
breakdown of bolts resulting in a bottleneck. Therefore, it was considered 
necessary to separate these two functions.

The sole function of the primary processing plant will be to breakdown the 
bolts and logs into flitches and cants. The equipment that might be suitable 
for this plant is depicted in Figure 1. It consists basically of an overhead 
carriage system with a four saw scragg followed by a horizontal band resaw, 
two edgers and trim saws. The overhead carriage should have the ability to 
shift sideways to allow the bolt to be properly centered. The scragg saw 
should have two moveable arbors, each with two saws, to allow for the produc
tion of cants from the lower quality 8-foot material.
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The scragg saws will produce a centre flitch plus two thick flitches and 
in some cases slabs. The two thick flitches and usable slabs will be resawn 
at the horizontal band. The operator will decide on the thickness cut at the 
horizontal band depending on quality of the flitch. Much of this material 
will pass through the resaw once and continue downstream, some pieces may be 
returned to the resaw for a second cut.

The two edgers will perform different edging functions. A two-saw edger 
would produce four-sided cants from the low quality 8-foot material and light
ly edge clear flitches. This light edging would be strictly to edge off ex
cess wane to increase kiln capacity; at no time should clear wood be edged off 
here. A four-saw edger would edge flitches and centre rip flitches with sub
stantial heart to produce pallet parts such as 2" x 3"'s, etc.

The trimming operation is shown but is optional. Very little material 
would require trimming - only some 8-foot material and some feathered ends. 
If the material is slashed to length carefully, trimming may not be required. 
After passing the trim saws, the material would be sorted. The dimension 
stock flitches would be kiln-dried first, then cut up in a secondary plant. 
The squares would be cut up in the secondary plant first and then kiln-dried.

It is estimated that this primary processing system could process up to 7 
bolts/minute for a daily production of approximately 29,000 bf. Man day pro
ductivity would be three to four times higher when compared with other short 
log systems.

The secondary processing plant will breakdown the flitches for the various 
products such as squares, dimension stock blanks and interior furniture parts. 
The emphasis will be on yield and high productivity but the very nature of the 
product at this point will limit productivity as each piece must be examined 
for defects. Suitable equipment for the secondary plant is shown in Figure 2. 
It consists of a two-sided surfacing machine followed by a multiple blade rip
saw, a series of circular crosscut saws and two ripsaws.
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The two-sided surfacing machine would be used to plane the rough, dry di
mension flitches prior to ripping. This will aid both the ripsaw and crosscut 
operators in locating defects. The multiple blade ripsaw will be used to rip 
all the flitches. With all blades moveable, this machine could rip squares as 
well as dimension and rip out defects in the dimension stock flitches. 
Ideally, it should employ thin kerf saws and produce glue joint quality cuts 
to eliminate the need for edge-jointing before gluing. Guide light lines 
should be installed to aid the operator in obtaining the maximum yield pos
sible from a flitch.

Following the multi-ripsaw, there would be a battery of 6 circular cross
cut saws to defect the ripped parts and cut them to length. The. crosscut saws 
should be equipped with backgauges to obtain the maximum yield possible. The 
cut-to-length parts would then be sorted and stacked. The squares would be 
end-coated then kiln-dried while the dimension stock blanks would be processed 
further or sent to inventory.

Two circular ripsaws would act as salvage saws by salvaging small squares 
from the edgers and re-ripping material from the crosscut saws. The whole 
plant should be able to process about 30»000 bf in a shift and is well matched 
to the primary plant. As in any design, there are compromises in this recom
mended plant. Some flexibility in both the primary and secondary plant has 
been sacrificed to gain higher productivity. The headsaw, for example, offers 
no possibility of around sawing, however, it is flexible enough to live saw 
higher quality bolts and to produce two-sided cants from logs very fast. The 
system should be able to process almost 30,000 bf/shift of small diameter 
hardwoods in the form of boltwood and short logs. By producing higher value 
products with high productivity as in the recommended design it should be pos
sible to economically utilize this material.
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MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS

The high rate of production required to economically process small dia
meter material results in a plant that is quite large by Canadian standards. 
Based on a shift production of 30,000 bf, the plant would have an annual pro
ductive capacity of 6 million bf on a single shift basis and 12 million bf on 
a double shift basis. To put this into perspective, some of the larger Cana
dian Colonial furniture manufacturers use about 12 million bf of lumber an
nually. To sustain the annual, double shift production of 12 million bf would 
require approximately 24,000 cords of roundwood. It is easy to understand 
that such a plant will require a blend of talent in harvesting, sawmilling, 
rough milling and marketing to be sucessful.

Ideally, the necessary combination of know-how experience and resources 
would be found in a joint venture involving a forest-based industry and a con
sortium of furniture manufacturers. An example of the latter is the recent 
formation of Rogex Corp. to act as the buyer for forty-two Quebec furniture 
manufacturers. In such an approach, the forest-based industry could provide 
the necessary expertise in the harvesting and sawmilling operations and per
haps an assured supply of raw material. The furniture manufacturers consor
tium would provide the knowledge and expertise necessary in the secondary pro
cessing operations as well as providing a captive market for much of the pro
duction of the plant. This added benefit of a captive market can not be un
derestimated as it will provide the operation with immediate markets after 
startup. It will also lend some degree of stabiltiy to the operation by pro
viding constant orders for production scheduling.

Further benefits could be achieved if the furniture industry took steps 
towards commonality; the adoption of more common sizes between plants would 
reduce the customized nature of the Canadian industry. The adoption of common 
size blanks would naturally aid in the production and scheduling of the plant.

The 6 to 12 million bf annual production permits a scale of operation 
which can justify the use of pre-driers and kiln drying facilities. There is



a minimum size plant under which pre-drying and kiln drying facilities cannot 
be built and still be efficient. The use of pre-driers replaces the initial 
air drying stage and results in less stain, warp and checking in the material. 
As well, this initial pre-drying stage reduces the kiln drying time.
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FIGURE 1. PRIMARY PROCESSING PLANT
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FIGURE 2. SECONDARY PROCESSING PLANT
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INTRODUCTION

Timber Supply

As noted in various reports including the recent Reed Report (l), the an
nual growth in the hardwood resource of Canada exceeds the current harvest. 
The current growth as expressed in terms of the annual allowable cut is esti
mated to be 50 million m 3 (17 million cunits).

The current harvest is approximately 20 million m 3 (7 million cunits) 
leaving a theorectical physical hardwood reserve as reported by Reed of about 
30 million m 3 (10 million cunits).

After taking into account the economic accessibility of the timber, this 
theoretical reserve is reduced to , an accessible reserve about 23 million m 3 

(8 million cunits). This hardwood reserve however, still exceeds the current 
harvest for all Canada and would indicate there is no hardwood timber supply 
problem at the present time.

In discussing the hardwood resource, it is important to differentiate bet
ween the availability of high quality hardwood timber and the great bulk of 
the hardwood resource - low quality, small diameter timber.

The hardwood resource has changed dramatically over the last 50 years. 
Simply put, Canada's forests are the product of past utilization practices; 
the large, high quality timber has been high-graded under single product util
ization policies. In many instances, only one or two of the preferred species 
were harvested leaving the lesser species to dominate cutovers. As a result, 
the residual forest is very much less attractive in terms of species composi
tion, log quality and quantity.

It should not come as a surprise then, that with the resource in such a 
deteriorated condition, there have been regional shortages of high quality
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timber already with many sawmills operating at less than full capacity. In 
some areas, the resource situation is critical with mills depending on import
ed timber for the bulk of their log supply.

The competition for this high quality timber will intensify within the in
dustry and utilization improvements will continue to be pushed by wood costs. 
Many mills will be faced with the propsect of not being able to acquire suf
ficient quantities of high quality timber.

Demand

Economic models, demand forecasts and utilization outlooks all suggest 
considerable increases in lumber consumption to the end of this century. 
Hardwood lumber consumption has grown slowly as the losses in hardwood floor
ing consumption have been offset by the gain in the furniture and secondary 
manufacturing industries. Aird and Ottens (2) have estimated that hardwood 
lumber consumption will increase from the present level of 1 .5  percent to 3 .1  

percent annually for the period between 1976 and the year 2000. At the same 
time, production is expected to increase only 2.7 percent per annum. Oppor
tunities exist for increased industrial use of domestic hardwoods but produc
tion will limited by the restricted timber supply situation. As a result, im
ports are expected to increase from 26 to 32 percent of domestic consumption 
by the year 2000.

Many observers feel that much of the import material will come from third 
world countries with their vast resources of tropical hardwoods. This expect
ed supply however, may not materialize for a number of reasons. As evidenced 
by recent trade missions, there is a growing resistance in the third world na
tions to export unfinished natural resources. As well, some of the preferred 
tropical species have been high-graded leaving an immense number of lesser 
known species with their unknown physical properties and characteristics. The 
local infrastructure and political stability of some third world nations cast 
a shadow of doubt on their ability to supply world markets.
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Eor countries with established wood-based industries, such as Canada, do
mestic consumption may have to be met by domestic production if the secondary 
manufacturing industry is to survive. To meet the projected future demands, 
the industry will have to utilize much of this lower quality timber for the 
highest value added potential of the products.

Scope of the Problem

Even though the resource has changed dramatically, much of the industry is 
still using the same technology and processing methods as in years past. To 
meet the demand within the finite limitations of the resource, the industry 
must adapt to a changing resource. Conventional sawmill operations predicted 
on long logs will find it increasingly difficult to obtain enough long logs of 
suitable quality to remain viable and supply the secondary industries.

Origin of the Study

This study was conceived in response to the present situation facing the 
hardwood industry and the need to adapt to the changing resource. Various al
ternatives to the processing of long length logs were considered. One of the 
more promising alternatives considered was the processing of shorter length 
logs between 3-foot and 7-foot in length. It was thought that the processing 
of shorter length logs or bolts offers two possible advantages; first, in
creased recovery of products and secondly, increased volume of wood extracted 
during harvesting. Both advantages would clearly help the industry obtain 
more product volume from the same finite resource to meet the constantly in
creasing demand for lumber. However, short-log processing technology is poor
ly developed and little work has been carried out to determine the most appro
priate processing procedure to maximize the dollar recovery of marketable pro
ducts. This study, then, was set up to determine the best processing methods 
for short hardwood logs. The emerging timber supply problems in specific 
hardwood regions underlines the timeliness of this study.
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Encouragement and assistance came from the private sector as well as the 
Canadian Lumberman's Association. The project commenced in July 1979 under 
the sponsorship of the Department of Supply and Services.

The simulation work was carried out using hard maple bolts and the speci
fic yields and values reflect this fact. The recommendations and simulation 
results, however, would apply to other hardwood species given the same condi
tions of inherent wood quality.
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METHODOLOGY

The customary research procedure in assessing the efficiency of primary 
processing systems is to conduct detailed in-plant studies to evaluate the 
various factors affecting product value. The important factors which had to 
be considered in determining the maximum product value were thought to be as 
follows; bolt diameter, bolt position, bolt quality with respect to surface 
defects, size of discoloured wood (including heartwood, mineral stain and dis
coloured wood), product mix and the sawing pattern. To evaluate all these 
factors plus the inherent variability in bolt quality through in-plant studies 
would have been time consuming. Instead it was thought that through the use 
of computer simulation techniques much of the inherent variability of the 
bolts could be eliminated.

It was realised at the outset that an idea of current practices in short 
log milling operations would be essential when determining simulation prac
tices. Four mills were visited, each having a different mill system, differ
ent equipment and log supplies. Each of the four mills was associated with a 
larger company wdiich purchased most of their production, but each also sold 
some of their product on the open market.

The trip objectives were to get an appreciation of the various approaches 
to short log utilization, to discover management attitudes at each plant in 
relation to their operation, raw material supply and marketing and to observe 
different plant layouts with regard to equipment used, rates of production and 
suitability to produce the end product.

The various sources of raw material available to each mill were determined 
along with prices and whether or not the mill had its own specifications on 
log quality or any direct control over the log supply, i.e. bucking opera
tions, also if high quality or salvage logs were purchased. Each mill manager 
was asked about production factors such as; sawing control, i.e. which opening 
face was generally used, sawing patterns in relationship to bolt quality and 
end product, types and sizes of products and market prices for these products.
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Future market trends for dimension stock, squares and pallet stock, short log 
products and future trends of raw material supply were also discussed.

In planning the simulation study it was decided to model the bolts based 
on quantitative data from real bolts rather than randomly placing defects in a 
cylinder. Four foot hard maple bolts were produced from pulp logs and sawlogs 
at local mills. Following the concept of the project to analyse the recovery 
from low grade hardwoods, bolt diameter classes ranged from 6 to 16 inches in 
2-inch increments based on the small end diameter, with one butt bolt and up
per bolt selected from each diameter class. The larger diameter classes were 
selected as a bench mark to compare recoveries with normal high quality bolts. 
Each bolt was manufactured to 52 inches long giving an overlength over the 
nominal 4-foot length.

Each bolt was then measured and diagrammed according to the U.S. Forest 
Service, Manual of Standard Procedures for Diagramming Hardwood Trees and Pri
mary Products (5). Abnormalities on the log surface are really indicators of 
imperfections in the underlying wood. As such, these indicators should really 
be called defects or defect indicators. For the purpose of this project, a 
"defect" is defined as an abonormality in the bark surface or ends of a bolt 
which indicates the underlying wood will be degraded for its intended use. By 
diagramming, these defects can be related to the product or value yield.

On the small end of each bolt, the diameter of the discoloured heart was 
measured, and using the average of two measurements, a percentage of its dis
coloured heart area in relation to the end diameter was determined. This in
formation was later used to change heart sizes on the simulated model bolts to 
compare yields of clear square and dimension stock from different heart sizes 
within a diameter class.

After diagramming a single-cut band saw with a 5/32-inch kerf was used to 
saw the bolts into 1 -inch boards using the live or thru and thru sawing pat
tern. The poorest face of each bolt was placed- in the upright position on the 
carriage. When live sawing a log or bolt one face is sawn almost to the pith
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before turning the log 180° and completing the sawing process. Each board, as 
it came from the saw, was numbered to identify its position in the bolt, and 
from which bolt it came from. Figure 3 shows a reconstructed bolt.

Figure 3 —  Reconstructed Bolt

M849

The boards were then ready for diagramming, which was done with the boards in 
the green condition.

A grid system of 1/4-inch rectangles was used to define the locations of 
all surface defects and of the board ends and edges. The location , size and 
shape of each defect was described by enclosing it in a rectangle and
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recording the X and Y coordinates of two diagonal corners. Both sides of the 
board were diagrammed and then the information from both sides was combined to 
reduce the defect data to one plane to conform to the requirements of the com
puter program. The minimum size defect was 1/4 x 1/4 inch. In outlining de
fects of the board surface, all severely distorted grain surrounding a defect 
was included in the defect rectangle. Figure 4 shows a board and the grid co
ordinate system used to input the board defects.

Figure 4 —  Board Diagramming

Y

M-651

The maximum number of defect rectangles per board to be considered by the 
computer was 26. This restriction had been imposed to keep the computer oper
ating time to a reasonable length. Two or more defect rectangles were com
bined if it was obvious that no product of minimum size could fit between them.
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The minimum product width was 1 1/4 inches. The maximum number of board rec
tangles per bolt was 99-

A "go" or "no go" criteria was set up for use in identifying defects on 
the boards; these criteria are included as Appendix I and reflect typical in
dustrial practices.

The sawing part of the simulation phase of the study was performed using 
LOGSAW, a program developed at the Eastern Forest Products Lab, and run on a 
PDP 11/15 computer. This program may be used with computer-generated defect 
and log data or from actual data as was the case in this study.

Once the boards were diagrammed, the data was inputted to the computer 
which reconstructed the original bolt using the two diameters, the board co
ordinates, the board defect co-ordinates amd saw kerf information. A graphic
al representation of this 3-dimensional model is shown in Figure 5-

Figure 5 —  Graphical Representation of Bolt

S633
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This reconstructed bolt could then be "sawn" many times while changing the 
variables. During the course of the simulation, defects were added to the 
bolt models and the heart sizes were varied to evaluate the effect while main
taining other variables constant.

Because of the various defects in bolts and the different types of equip
ment available for sawing bolts into lumber, it was deemed necessary to util
ize the sawing part of the simulator in such a way as to accomodate most of 
the practical sawing patterns. Three sawing patterns were used, with a varia
tion in the position of the bolt in the third. Live sawing, in which one face 
is sawn almost to the pith before turning 180“ and completing the sawing pro
cess. With live sawing the poor face was always positioned either up or down 
on the carriage. Around or grade sawing, where boards are removed from all 
four faces while trying to obtain the highest NLHA grades; in this sawing pat
tern the bolts were always slabbed first on the poor face before rotating to 
produce another slab and the first board. The Cant sawing pattern in which 
two or three boards, depending on size of bolt, are removed from one face be
fore turning the bolt 180° and removing two or three more boards. The remain
ing cant can then be sawn, flat side down, from either face, producing square 
edged boards. The cant sawing pattern was performed in two ways. Firstly, 
with the poor face perpendicular to the initial sawing plane or secondly, with 
the poor face parallel to the initial sawing plane. (See Glossary - Sawing 
Patterns)

For each bolt, five different computer runs were made using the four saw
ing patterns. The first run was made on the bolts with actual face and heart 
defects. The second run was made on bolts with heart defects only. The third 
run was made on bolts where face and heart defects had been eliminated leaving 
a "clear" bolt. Heart sizes were changed on the fourth run for two different 
diameter classes, 8 and 14-inch. In the final run, the bolts were used with 
all face and heart defects removed but with new defects added. The new de
fects were placed in the bolt, either, on two opposite faces or two adjacent 
faces.
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To determine the best mix of board sizes to he sawn in each sawing pat
tern, the bolt ends were diagrammed showing the clear sap area and heart area. 
From these diagrams, several options were tested with the 'as is holts. The 
resultant yields, after having been cut into squares and/or dimension stock by 
the BRDCUT program were priced so that the optimum value board thickness mix 
could be determined. Then these sawing patterns were used on all other runs 
for comparison. All sawing patterns except live produced a 4" x 4" or a 4" x 
6" cant from the heart, this was considered as pallet material and priced ac
cordingly.

The function of the BRDCUT program is to reduce the boards produced by 
LOGSAW to products, either squares or dimension stock. Using board and defect 
coordinate data as outputted by LOGSAW, BRDCUT evaluates the clear area in 
each board and optimizes the cutting yield depending on the cutting bill. The 
cutting bill used during the simulation was based on a survey of furniture 
plants.

The following is the cutting bill employed for the dimension stock simula
tion :

WIDTHS - inches

Random widths 

Ranging from 

1 1/4 - 3 1/2 inches in 

1/4 - inch increments

LENGTHS - inches 

14 1/2 

18 1/2 

26 1/2 

35 1/2 

47 1/2

The following is the cutting bill employed for the squares simulation:

WIDTHS - inches LENGTHS - inches

1 1/2 
2

12

24

36
2 1/2

48
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The 1 1/2-inch minimum size square was used due to the fact there was very 
little market for 1-inch squares at the time of the mill survey.

A length-squared times width (L2W) weighting system was employed in the 
program to give priority to longer cuttings. It was felt that this procedure 
would more adequately represent the higher value of longer components. Only 
clear squares from the sapwood were produced and the dimension stock was 
clear-two-sides.

The prices of the cut-to-length squares, dimension stock and rough pallet 
stock will be found in Appendix II. The square prices were obtained by taking 
market prices for green, cut-to-length squares and adding a kiln drying 
charge. The dimension stock prices which are for cut-to-length, dry blanks 
were derived from glued-up panel prices. The pallet prices were an average 
for rough, full length pallet material.

When dealing with bolts it is necessary to think beyond just producing 
short lumber. There are no recognized grading rules for short lumber and thus 
marketing is very difficult. One must produce a product that is marketable 
despite its shorter length. Some products which qualify are pallet stock and 
cants and dimension stock which could include chair back and seat stock, solid 
blanks and glued-up panels. As the majority of dimension stock in Canada is 
in the form of glued up panels or squares,, it was decided to evaluate yield 
and product value based on the production of pallet stock and cants, squares 
and dimension stock for glued-up panels.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sawing patterns used in the simulation work conform to three sawing 
patterns commonly found in industry, namely, around sawing, live sawing and 
cant sawing. During the simulation work, the cant sawing pattern was evaluat
ed with respect to the positioning of the poor face. For this reason two cant 
sawing patterns were evaluated. For a more complete description and illustra
tion of sawing patterns refer to Glossary.

The patterns selected and the resulting optimum values were thought to be 
representative of industrial practice and no bias was shown toward any pat
tern. Simulated live sawing followed the recommended industrial practice of 
placing the poorest face up or down and sawing through this face. Simulated 
around sawing followed the common industrial practice of slabbing the poorest 
face first and then turning this face down. No attempt was made to evaluate a 
"new" sawing pattern.

Tables 1, 2, 3 show the summarized optimum values for the three major sim
ulation runs. The optimum value for each combination of bolt position, dia
meter, sawing pattern and product mix has been "flagged" for each of the three 
simulation runs to allow easy identification of the trends. As one can clear
ly see, for the production of non-NHLA lumber in the form of selected products 
such as dimension stock blanks, squares and pallet cants, the live sawing 
method consistently resulted in the optimum value for the bolt. When compared 
to the three other sawing patterns, the value from live sawing equalled or ex
ceeded the value from these patterns. There are of course exceptions which 
will be dealt with during the discussion of each simulation run.

Table 4 shows that average values for the butt and upper bolts obtained 
for the three major simulation runs. One can see that live sawing does clear
ly provide the optimum value for bolts with no heart or face defects. How
ever, the introduction of heart defects clouds the picture making it very dif
ficult to identify a particular trend. The addition of face defects to the
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heart defects seems to cause a shift back to live sawing hut to determine any 
trends it becomes necessary to examine the individual simulation runs.

FACE AND HEART DEFECTS

Tables 5 and 6 show the optimum values for dimension stock and squares re
spectively form the simulated sawing of the actual bolts with both heart and 
face defects. As has been mentioned already, live sawing seems to provide the 
optimum value regardless of diameter or product mix.

Dimension Stock Value

Looking at the 6-inch upper bolt results, for example, in Table 5 (dimen
sion stock) there is a 21% increase in value when live sawing is compared to 
the poorest sawing pattern, around. When compared to the second best sawing 
pattern, cant perpendicular, live sawing resulted in a 3% increase in value of 
dimension stock. The increase due to live sawing from the 6-inch butt bolt is 
even greater than that obtained in the 6-inch upper bolt. There is a 46% in
crease in value over the worst sawing pattern and a 30% increase over the best 
other pattern, cant parallel.

The 8-inch bolts show a much smaller increase in value with live sawing. 
There was an insignificant 3% increase for the upper bolt and a more signifi
cant \2% increase in valuë for the butt bolt due to live sawing. However, 
there has been a significant change in the heart size between the 6-inch and 
8-inch diameter bolts. As the results unfold it will become apparent that 
most of the departures from the live sawing - optimum value trend are associ
ated with a significant increase in heart size.

The 10-inch upper bolt produced the optimum dimension stock value when it 
was live sawn. Live sawing increased value by approximately 10% over the 
three other patterns. Live sawing the 10-inch butt bolt resulted in the low
est value of the four patterns. The highest value was obtained when the bolt 
was around sawn with an Q% increase in value over live sawing. This seemingly
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contradictory situation is again probably a result of the significant increase 
in heart size for the 10-inch butt bolt when compared to the upper bolt (45$ 
heart versus 31$ heart respectively.)

Live sawing resulted in the optimum value for both 12-inch bolts even 
though heart size was quite large, approximately 40$. In both cases, the in
crease due to live sawing was 11$ over cant sawing and 7$ over around sawing. 
As these are significant increases, it would appear as the diameter increases, 
the heart size can increase and live sawing will still result in the optimum 
value.

Interestingly enough, the 12-inch upper bolt actually had a higher value 
for dimension stock than the 12-inch butt bolt. An explanation for this can 
be found in Bolt Descriptions found in Appendix III. From this information 
one can see that the upper bolt is slightly larger and at the same time 
slightly higher quality as it has 4 clear faces while the butt bolt has only 3 
clear faces.

Live sawing along with cant parallel sawing produced the lowest value 
while cant perpendicular and around sawing produced the highest value for the 
14-inch upper bolt. As this bolt had an increase in heart size to 45$ it 
could be anticipated that live sawing would produce a lower value.

The 14-inch butt however, provided the highest value when live sawn des
pite a 50$ heart size. It can only be suggested that for this diameter, a 45- 
50$ heart is very close to the breaking point between live sawing and the 
other patterns and the value is very sensitive to quality reductions caused by 
the other defects.

The 16-inch upper bolt produced the lowest value when live sawing was em
ployed. Live sawing caused a 16$ loss in value when compared to around sawing 
which produced the highest value. Again, it is important to note the size of 
the heart had increased to 59$ attributing to the low value produced by live 
sawing.
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The decrease in heart size to 32$ for the 16-inch hutt bolts results in a 
shift back to live sawing as there was a 4$ increase in value due to live saw
ing when compared to cant parallel. The increase is smaller than might be ex
pected although there is no apparent reason for this small increase.

Live sawing did, in most cases, result in an increase in value for the 
production of dimension stock from bolts with face and heart defects. The 
greatest increases were found with the small bolts, of course, where any in
cremental gain will be more significant because of the smaller value. How
ever, increases in value of 10 to 12$ due to live sawing were found throüghout 
the range of diameters studied.

Although there were significant differences in value between live and the 
other three patterns, the differences between the three other patterns (cant 
perpendicular, cant parallel and around sawing) were insignificant.

In the cases where live sawing did not result in the optimum bolt value, 
the bolt contained a large heart or a signifcant increase in heart size had 
occurred for that particular bolt. Live sawing these bolt generally resulted 
in the lowest value of the four sawing patterns and around sawing generally 
resulted in the highest value.

Square Value

The results of the simulated sawing for squares are presented in Table 6. 
These results are for bolts with actual face and heart defects and are there
fore comparable to the dimension stock values in Table 5- In comparing the 
two tables one will note the similar trends for both products. Live sawing 
resulted in the optimum square value in most cases just as live sawing result
ed in the optimum dimension value.

Live sawing resulted in a 56$ increase in value over cant perpendicular 
and a 21$ increase in value over the second best pattern, around, for the 
6-inch upper bolt. Live sawing the 6-inch butt bolt resulted in an increase
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in value of 41$ over cant perpendicular and a 24$ over the second best pat
tern, cant parallel. For both bolts and both products, squares and dimension 
stock, live sawing showed significant increases in value.

This trend continued as live sawing for squares yielded the optimum value 
for the 8-inch upper and butt bolt and the 10-inch upper bolt when compared to 
the three other patterns. Just as in the case of the dimension stock, the in
creases due to live sawing were very much smaller than the 6-inch bolts. This 
is a result of the larger heart size and the large effect of any incremental 
gain on the 6-inch bolts.

The 10-inch butt bolt produced the highest value for squares when around 
sawn while live sawing resulted in the lowest value. Around sawing increased 
value by 12$ over live sawing. The poor performance of live sawing for both 
squares and dimension stock for this bolt is associated with a significant in
crease in heart size to 45$.

Live sawing produced the optimum value for the 12-inch bolts and the 14- 
inch bolts. There was a significant increase in value for the 12-inch butt 
bolt when live sawing was employed. Value increased by 55$ and 49$ respec
tively when live sawing was compared to the poorest and second best pattern.

In comparing the two tables 5 and 6, one will notice that the optimum val
ue of squares exceeds the optimum value of dimension stock for the 12-inch 
butt bolt. This is the first time the value of the squares exceeded the value 
of the dimension stock. This coincides with the cutting of the larger squares 
as the 12-inch butt bolt was the first bolt to be cut for 10/4 squares (see 
sawing diagram, Appendix IV). The resulting higher square value is a reflec
tion of the price differential between dimension stock and the 10/4 squares 
(see Appendix II - Product Prices).

The 14-inch upper bolt yielded the optimum square value when live sawn. 
The increased value was significant as live sawing increased value 13$ and 9$ 
compared to around and cant perpendicular, respectively. Again comparing the
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production of dimension stock and squares for this bolt, live sawing for 
squares did yield the optimum value while live sawing for dimension stock did 
not yield the optimum value . The dimension stock value was obviously affect
ed by the large heart size and live sawing performed poorly in this case. The 
square value was affected by the heart size but in this case the added resaw
ing flexibility of the live sawn flitches offset the loss due to heart size. 
This resawing flexibility is far more important in the production of fixed 
width squares than random width dimension stock.

Heart size has a significant effect on the value obtained from the 16-inch 
upper bolt. The optimum value for squares was obtained when the bolt was 
around sawn. Live sawing resulted in the lowest value with a 38$ decease in 
value compared to the best pattern which was around. These results are con
sistent with the dimension stock results and in both cases, the poor perfor
mance of live sawing has to be related to the large heart size.

The 16-inch butt bolt provided the highest value return when live sawn. 
Live sawing resulted in a 44$ and a 29$ increase over around sawing and cant 
perpendicular. The reduced heart size of the 16-inch butt bolt, plus the in
creased resawing flexibility of the wide, live-sawn flitches contribute to the 
significant increases in value.

As in the production of dimension stock, live sawing increased the square 
value over the three other sawing patterns in most cases. Substantial in
creases in value resulted from live sawing and not only for the smaller bolts 
but for the larger bolts as well. Live sawing the 12-inch butt bolt, for ex
ample, resulted in a 55$ increase in value over cant perpendicular. These 
large increases for the square value are a result of the added resawing flex
ibility of the wide flitches. This flexibility is far more important when 
dealing with fixed width squares than random width dimension stock. The im
portance of the resawing flexibility is shown in the results for the 14-inch 
upper bolt. Live sawing this bolt for squares resulted in the optimum value,
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while live sawing for dimension did not result in the optimum value. The re
sawing flexibility offered by live sawing was enough to offest the large heart 
size (45$) for the production of fixed width squares but not random width di
mension stock.

Live sawing did not provide the optimum value for bolts with large heart 
sizes. In fact, live sawing large heart bolts usually resulted in the lowest 
value of the four sawing patterns. Differences between the three other pat
terns, around, cant perpendicular and cant parallel were very small. Around 
sawing of the large heart bolt provided the highest yield and value.

Dimension Stock and Square Yield

The yields for each simulation run were summarized by product, diameter 
and pattern in a similar fashion to the value results. The yields shown in 
Table 7 are for the bolts with heart and face defects. The yield is expressed 
as board feet of finished product obtained from the bolt.

From Table 7, one can see that live sawing did not produce the optimum 
yield except for the 6-inch bolts. In all other cases live sawing actually 
resulted in the lowest yield. These results would seem to contradict the val
ue results where live sawing resulted in the optimum value. The explanation 
for this seemingly contradictory situation lies in the recovery of pallet 
stock. No attempt was made to recover pallet material during live sawing. 
The unusable heart section was discarded and only the occasional 4/4 board 
which would not yield squares or dimension stock was considered for pallet 
stock.

For all three other patterns, the heart was squared-up to produce a cant 
which would be used fully as pallet stock after resawing. This material was 
considered in calculating the yield of products and increased the yield con
siderably. The result is a higher yield for around, cant parallel and perpen
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dicular when compared to live sawing. The only exception to this finding oc
curs for the 6-inch bolts where live sawing resulted in the optimum yield. In 
this case, no attempt was made to produce a pallet cant because of the small 
diameter.

The higher yield for the three other sawing patterns does not translate 
into higher value because of the low value of the pallet material relative to 
the value of dimension stock or squares. Despite the fact that live sawing 
does not recover any pallet material and therefore has a much lower yield, 
live sawing still resulted in the optimum value due to the recovery of higher 
valued products such as dimension stock or squares.

Of the three other sawing patterns, around, cant, parallel and perpendicu
lar, the differences in yield are small in most cases. The three patterns re
sult in the same yield for the 8-inch butt and upper and the 10-inch butt 
bolt. Around results in a higher yield for the 10-inch butt bolt which had a 
large heart ( 45$) and the 12-inch bolts. As diameter increases cant sawing 
begins to produce a slightly higher yield. The large heart in the 16-inch up
per bolt causes a shift back to around sawing. Still the differences in yield 
between the three patterns are small when one considers the averaged values.

The percent recovery is another method used to express the yield from a 
bolt and it is simply the volume of products divided by the volume of the bolt 
expressed as a percentage. These percentages are shown in Table 8 for yields 
shown in Table 7* From the average values one can see the substantial differ
ence between live sawing and the other three sawing patterns. Live sawing re
sults in 12$ less recovery for dimension stock and 15$ less recovery for 
squares than the three other patterns. As already noted most if not all of 
this loss in recovery is due to the fact that no pallet material was recovered.
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This point is illustrated very clearly by the recovery of live-sawn bolts 
with large hearts. For example, the 10-inch butt bolt had a 45$ heart and 
around sawing resulted in a recovery of 58$ for dimension stock and 59/° for 
squares. Live sawing, on the other hand, produced recoveries of only 35$ for 
dimension and 26$ for squares. Obviously, none of the large heart was recov
ered as pallet material during live sawing. The situation repeats itself for 
the 16-inch upper where live sawing only resulted in a 30$ recovery for dimen
sion stock and 20$ recovery for squares.
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(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 1- Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with Face and Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

D/S so D/S s o D/S so D/S so

6" Upper 3.20 2.67 2.65 2.20 2.79 1.71 3.04 2'. 08
6" Butt 6.42ri--------- 5.25 4.57 3.74 4.40 3.73 4.93 4.24
8" Upper 5.06 3.91 4.93 3.64 4.93 3.64 • 4.93 3.64

8" Butt 7.84 6.36 7.08 6.10 7.08 6.10 7.02 : 5.99

10" Upper 10.83 9.36 9.82 8.39 9.79 8.29 9.82 8.10

10" Butt 10.60 8.88 11.40 9.94 10.86 9.63 10.85 9.71

12" Upper 16.41 13.59 15.54 12.93 15.35 12.65 14.72- 11.90

12" Butt 16.06 17.29 14.73 11.37 14.39 11.18 14.59^ 11.61

14" Upper 19.28 j 19.18 20.25 16.90 20.37 17.52 19.26 17.02

14" Butt j 19.59
—  ........

16.41 16.51 14.58 16.38 14.54 15.81 13.93

16" Upper 19.92 14.50 23.07 20.07 22.04 18.18 23.06 19.71

16" Butt 38.86 |48.97 38.02 34.00 37.49 38.08 37.47 35.06

X Uppers 12.45 10.54 12.71 10.69 12.55 10.33 12.47 10.41
X Butts 16.65 17.19 15.39 13.29 15.10 13.88 15.11 13.42

X Total 14.51 13.86 14.05 11.99 13.82 12.10 13.79 11.92
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(Dollars/Bolt)
Table 2. Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with Heart Defects Only

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

D/S SR D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 5.75 4.85 4.87 3.20 5.05 3.72 5.50 4.45

6" Butt 6.42 5.95 5.95 5.14 6.38 5.16 5.46 5.12

8" Upper 5.31 4.96 5.34 4.18 5.31 4.29 5.31 4.29

8" Butt 7.98 6.43 7.64 6.28 7.39 6.28 7.33 6.17

10" Upper 13.07 10.65 12.11 10.06 11.97 9.69 11.18 10.10

10" Butt 10.73 9.42 12.07 10.47 11.91 10.60 12.00 |10.73

12" Upper 16.69 14.34 16.23 13.45 15.51 12.81 14.72 12.32

12" Butt 16.15 17.29 14.97 11.81 14.64 11.19 15.34 12.03

14" Upper 21.36 | 20.58 21 .60 19.23 21 .72 19.49 20.43 17.96

14" Butt 19.96 1 6.41 21.87 18.66 21 .23 18.04 ..23.44 19.31

16" Upper.... ......... i
20.29 14.50 23.16 20.62 22.15 18.24 23.72 19.79

16" Butt 40.55 54.41 38.51 35.62 38.40 41.25 38.64 37.38

X Uppers 13.75 11.65 13.89 11.79 13.62 11.37 13.48 11.49

X Butts 16.97 18.32 16.84 14.66 16.66 15.42 17.04 15.12

X Total 15.36 14.98 15.36 13.23 15.14 13.40 15.26 13.30
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(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 3 . Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with No Face or Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

D/S 5Q D/S sq D/S sq D/S sq
6" Upper 6.13 5.09 5.75 3.64 5.85 ■ 5.09 5.85 5.09

6" Butt 6.84 6.38 6.56 5.99 6.35 6.01 6.35 6.01

3" Upper 9.70 9.11 7.35 5.73 7.22 5.69 7.22 5.69

8" Butt 12.57 10.79 8.23 7.77 8.23 8.50 0.23 ' 8.50

10" Upper 18.04 16.25 14.02 12.64 14.26 12.71 14.26 12.71

10" Butt 20.73 19.37 16.10 14.28 16.16 14.33 16.16 14.33

12" Upper 24.61 22.71 20.38 16.61 19.97 17.22 19.97 17.22

12" Butt 24.61 30.21 19.80 16.49 19.37 17.22 19.37 : 17.22

14" Upper 31 .52 34.60 26.24 24.10 26.79 24.38 26.79 24.38

14" Butt 38.35 44.71 32.43 27.48 27.58 26.60 27.58' 26.60

16" Upper 49.93 52.96 43.32 41 .79 42.90 38.37 42.90 38.37

16" Butt 49.16 74.11 43.85 45.02 42.96 40.81 42.96 40.81

X Uppers 23.32 23.45 19.51 17.42 19.50 17.24 19.50 . 17.24

X Butts 25.38 30.93 21.16 19.51 20.11 18.91 20.11 18.91

X Total 24.35 27.19 20.34 18.46 19.80 18.08 19.80 18.08
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Table 4. Optimum Bolt Value Summary

{Dollars/Bolt)

Defects
Diameter

and
Position

Live Around
Cant

Perpendicular
Car

Para]
it
.lei

D/5 SQ D/S ' SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

F ace 
and 
Heart 
Defects

X Uppers 12.45 10.54 12.71 10.69 12.55 10.33 12.47 10.41
X Butts 16.5 6 17.19 15.39 13.29 15.10 13.88 15.11 13.42
X Total 14.51 13.86 14.05 11.99 13.82 12.10 13.79 11.92

Heart
Defects
Only

X Uppers 13.75 11.65 13.89 11.79 13.62 11.37 13.48 11.49

X Butts 16.97 | 18.32 16.84 14.66 16.66 15.42 17.04 15.12

X Total 15.36 I 14.98 15.36 13.23 15.14 13.40 15.26 13.30

Ho Face 
or
Heart
Defects

19.51 17.42 19.50 17.24 19.50 17.24X Uppers 23.32 23.45
X Butts 25.38 30.93 21.16 19.51 20.11 18.91 20.11 10.91

X Total 24.35 27.19 20.34 18.46 19.80 18.08 19.80 18.08
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Product - Dimension Stock 

(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 5. Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with Face and Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position

Sawing Pattern

Live Around
Cant

Perpendicular
Cant

Parallel
Heart
Size

6" Upper 3.20 2.65 2.79 3.04 8

6" Butt 6.42 4.57 4.40 4.93 5

8" Upper 5.06 4.93 4.93 4.93 37

8" Butt 7.84 7.08 7.08 7.02 32

10" Upper 10.83 9.82 9.79 9.82 31

10" Butt 10.60 11.40 10.86 10.85 45

12" Upper 16.41 15.54 15.35 14.72 38

12" Butt 16.06 ' 14.73 14.39 14.59 39

14" Upper 19.28 20.25 20.37 19.26 45

14" Butt 19.59 16.51 16.38 15.81 50

16" Upper 19.92 23.07 22.04 23.06 59

16" Butt 38.86 38.02 37.49 37.47 32

X Uppers 12.45 12.71 12.55 12.47

X Butts 16.56 15.39 15.10 15.11

X Total 14.51 14.05 13.82 13.79
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Product - Squares 

(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 6 . Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with Face and Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position

Sawing Pattern

Live Around
Cant

Perpendicular
Cant

Parallel
Heart.
Size

6" Upper 2.67 2.20 1.71 2.08 8

6" Butt 5.25 3.74 3.73 4.24 5

8" Upper 3.91 3.64 3.64 3.64 37

8" Butt 6.36 6.10 6.10 5.99 32

10" Upper 9.36 8.39 8.29 . 8.10 31

10" Butt 8.88 9.94 9.63 9.71 45

12" Upper 13.59 12.93 12.65 1.1 .90 38

12" Butt 17.29 11.37 11.18 11 .61 39

14" Upper 19.18 16.90 17.52 17.02 45

14" Butt 16.41 14.58 14.54 13.93 50

16" Upper 14.50 20.07 18.18 19.71 59

16" Butt 48.97 34.00 38.08 35.06 32

X Uppers 10.54 10.69 10.33 10.41

X Butts 17.19 13.29 13.88 13.42

X Total 13.86 11.99 12.10 11.92
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(Board Feet/Bolt)
Table 7. Optimum Bolt Yield - Bolts with Face and Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Can
Parai

t
lei

D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 3.28 3.19 2.65 2.44 2.82 1.88 3.10 2.44

6" Butt 5.86 5.37 4.75 4.20 4.40 4.43 5.20 4.77

8" Upper 5.41 4.40 10.63 9.40 10.62 9.40 10.62: 9.40

8" Butt 8.02 6.92 11.17 10.58 11.17 10.58 1 1 .09: 10.40

10" Upper 12.90 11.44 14.47 13.64 14.27 13.29 14.42 13.33

10" Butt 11.08 8.48 18.55 18.97 16.44 17.11 16.47. 17.26

12" Upper 16.89 14.25 21 .96 19.96 19.51 17.52 20.41 18.21

12" Butt 16.26 14.00 20.26 19.71 19.93 17.27 18.60. 17.65

14" Upper 21.12 16.60 28.15 25.54 28.86 26.68 26.20 24.53

14" Butt 25.63 14.70 27.95 29.59 33.70 32.68 30.81 29.45

16" Upper 20.25 13.34 36.39 27.46 31.80 28.59 36.13 33.31

16" Butt 38.88 31.79 45.03 36.96 44.75 41.13 45.71 40.14

X Uppers 13.31 10.54 19.04 16.41 17.98 16.23 18.48 16.87

X Butts 17.62 13.54 21.29 20.00 21 .73 20.53 21.31 19.95 '

X Total 15.47 12.04 20.16 18.20 19.86 18.38 19.90 18.41
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Table 8 . Percent Recovery - Bolts with Face and Heart Defects

Diameter
and Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Can
Parai

t
lei

Position D/S SQ D/5 SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 32.5 31 .7 26.3 24.2 28.0' 18.7 30.8 24.2

6" Butt 44.0 40.3 35.7 31.5 33.0 33.3 39.0 ; 35.8

8" Upper 31.5 25.6 61 .9 54.8 61 .9 54.8 61 .9 54.8

8" Butt 37.8 32.6 52.6 49.8 52.6 49.8 52.2 : 49.0

10" Upper 47.8 42.4 53.6 50.5 52.9 49.2 53.4 49.4

10" Butt 34.6 26.5 57.9 59.2 51.3 53.4 51.4 ; 53.9

12" Upper 46.3 39.1 60.2 54.7 53.5 48.0 56.0 50.0

12" Butt 46.1 39.7 57.4 55.9 56.5 49.0 52.7 ; 50.0

14" Upper 46.0 36.1 61.2 55.6 62.8 58.1 57.0 : 53.4

14" Butt 46.1 26.5 50.3 53.3 60.7 58.8 55.5 ^ 53.0

16" Upper 30.6 20.1 54.9 41.5 48.0 43.2 54.5 50.3

16" Butt 55.5 45.3 64.3 52.7 63.9 58.7 65.2 57.3

X Uppers 39.1 32.5 53.0 46.9 51.2 45.3 52.3 47.0

X Butts 44.0 35.2 53.0 50.4 53.0 50.5 52.7 49.8 ■

X Total 41.6 33.8 53.0 48.6 52.1 47.9 52.5 48.4
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NO FACE DEFECTS

Those defects such as; overgrown knots, branches or bark pockets which 
show on the bark surface were considered to be face defects. These face de
fects were eliminated from the bolt leaving only the heart defects. Tables 9 
and 10 show the optimum values obtained when these bolts with heart defects 
only were sawn for dimension stock and squares.

The first thing one should notice is the small increase in the average 
value with the elimination of face defects. The greatest increase in the 
average value was 12% for the cant sawing squares. The smallest increase was 
6% for the live sawing of dimension stock. The smallers increases were found 
for live sawing while the larger increases were found for the other three pat
terns. This would seem to be consistent with the idea that live sawing will 
produce wider flitches which increase resawing flexibility. The elimination 
of face defects in this case will have a much smaller effect than the elimina
tion of defects in the narrower boards produced by the other patterns. The 
advantage of the resawing flexibility provided by live sawing over the other 
sawing patterns is reduced when face defects are removed. This is especially 
true for the random width dimension stock. As a result, there was no signifi
cant difference between the average optimum dimension value for upper or butt 
bolts of the four sawing patterns.

For squares, however, live sawing did still provide a significantly higher 
average value than the three other patterns. The difference in value between 
live and the poorest other pattern decreased from 16% to 13% due to the elim
ination of face defects. From this it would appear that the actual width of 
the flitch or board has a greater effect on the value recovery of fixed width 
squares than do defects.

From the individual bolt results one will notice the similarity in trends 
for live sawing without face defects when compared to live sawing with de
fects. When live sawing performed poorly for bolts with face defects, it also 
performed poorly for the same bolts without face defects. Live sawing the
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Product - Dimension Stock 
(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 9. Optimum Dolt Value - Bolts with Heart Defects Only

Diameter
and

Position

Sawing Pattern

Live Around
Cant

Perpendicular
Cant

Parallel
Heart
Size

6" Upper 5.75 4.87 5.05 5.50 9

6" Butt 6.42 5.95 6.38 5.46 5

8" Upper 5.31 5.34 5.31 5.31 37

8" Butt 7.98 7.64 7.39 7.33 32

10" Upper 13.07 12.11 11.97 11.18 31

10" Butt 10.73 12.07 11.91 12.00 45

12" Upper 16.69 16.23 15.51 14.72 38

12" Butt 16.15 14.97 14.64 15.34 39

14" Upper 21.36 21.60 21 .72 20.43 45

14" Butt 19.96 21.87 21.23 23.44 50

16" Upper 20.29 23.16 22.15 23.72 59

16" Butt 40.55 38.51 38.40 38.64 32

X Uppers 13.75 13.89 13.62 13.48

X Butts 16.97 16.84 16.66 17.04

X Total 15.36 15.36 15.14 15.26
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Product - Squares 

(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 10. Optimum Boit Value - Bolts with Heart Defects Only

Diameter 
and . 

Position

Sawing Pattern

Live Around
Cant

Perpendicular
Cant

Parallel
Heart
Size

6" Upper 4.85 3.20 3.72 4.45 8

6" Butt 5.95 5.14 5.18 5.12 5

8” Upper 4.96 4.18 4.29 4.29 37

8" Butt 6.43 6.28 6.28 6.17 32

10" Upper 10.65 10.06 9.69 10.10 31

10" Butt 9.42 10.47 10.60 10.73 45

12" Upper 14.34 13.45 12.81 12.32 38

12" Butt 17.29 ' 11.81 11.19 12.03 39

14" Upper 20.58 19.23 19.49 17.96 45

14" Butt 16.41 18.66 18.04 19.31 50

16" Upper 14.50 20.62 18.24 19.79 59

16" Butt 54.41 35.62 41.25 37.38 32

X Uppers 11.65 11.79 11.37 11.49

X Butts 18.32 14.66 15.42 15.12

X Total 14.98 13.23 13.40 13.30
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large heart bolts such as the 10-inch butt and the 16-inch upper bolt resulted 
in the lowest value with and without face defects indicating heart size is the 
determining variable.

These same two bolts, 10-inch butt and 16-inch upper, produced the optimum 
value for both squares and dimension stock when they were around sawn when the 
bolts included face and heart defects. When face defects were eliminated cant 
sawing performed as well as or better than around sawing.

As well, cant sawing produced the optimum value for both dimension and 
squares for the 14-inch butt bolt when face defects were removed. Live sawing 
had provided the optimum yield when face defects were included in the bolt. 
It would appear cant sawing can offer the best of live and around sawing at 
the same time. The wide flitches produced from two sides offer the greatest 
resawing flexibility, the centre cant affords the opportunity to recover pal
let material which is discarded during live sawing and the elimination of face 
defects improves the resawing of the narrow side boards produced from squaring 
up the cant.

Where live sawing had resulted in the optimum value for bolts with face 
defects, it usually resulted in the optimum value for bolts without face de
fects. The only exception was the 14-inch butt bolt where cant sawing provid
ed the optimum value when face defects were eliminated. This bolt had a large 
heart (50%) and as was noted at the time, it was surprising that live sawing 
had resulted in the optimum value for the bolt.

The elimination of face defects did not change the results of the sawing 
of small heart bolts. Live sawing still resulted in the optimum value for 
squares and dimension stock. The advantage of increased resawing flexibility 
offered by live sawing was decreased slightly by the elimination of face de
fects .
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Dimension Stock and Square Yield

The yields have been summarized by product, diameter and pattern and are 
shown in Table 11. The yields in board feet are for bolts with heart defects 
only as the face defects have been eliminated.

The elimination of face defects did increase the overall yield for live 
sawing by 8% for dimension stock and 1J>% for squares. However, as in the pre
vious simulation live sawing did not result in the optimum yield although it 
resulted in the optimum values in many cases. The elimination of face defects 
did improve the recovery of squares or dimension stock but no attempt was made 
to recover pallet material from the heart during live sawing. As a result, 
the three other patterns produced higher yields than live sawing due to the 
conversion of the heart to a pallet cant. Live sawing did provide the optimum 
yield for the 6-inch bolt as no centre cant was produced because of the size 
of the log.

The elimination of face defects did not improve yield for the three other 
sawing patterns. In most cases, there was no significant difference between 
the yield with and without face defects. There was an increase in value but 
no increase in yield. What has happened is that the elimination of face de
fects has resulted in some boards being considered for different products. 
Boards which contained too many defects to yield the required clear area for 
squares or dimension stock were considered to be pallet stock. The yield and 
value were calculated including this material. With the elimination of face 
defects many of these "pallet" boards became usable for dimension stock or 
squares. However, only a portion of the board was actually used as dimension 
or squares, the remainder of the board was discarded. The. value increased be
cause of the higher value of dimension or squares while the yield decreased 
slightly due to the loss of some pallet board volume.

There is no significant difference in the yield for the three sawing pat
terns. The elimination of face defects did not effect any one pattern differ
ently as there was no significant difference between the three patterns when 
face defects were included.
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The corresponding percent recoveries for the yields in Table 11, are shown 
in Table 12. From the average values, live sawing resulted in a lower recov
ery. There was 8$ less recovery for dimension and 10$ less recovery of 
squares for live sawing compared to the other three patterns. As noted al
ready, this apparent volume loss reflects that fact that no pallet material 
was recovered for live sawing.

There was no significant increase in recovery for around or cant sawing 
due to the elimination of face defects. Boards which had been pallet material 
yielded some higher valued products when face defects were eliminated but at 
the same time yielded less board feet of product. Recovery therefore did not 
increase and may have actually decreased slightly.

The elimination of face defects did increase the recovery of live sawing 
slightly. The average recovery of dimension increased from 42$ to 46$ when 
face defects where eliminated and square recovery increased from 3-3$ to 39$. 
But the dominant factor affecting the recovery of live sawing has to be the 
size of heart. Comparing the recovery of large heart bolts with and without 
face defects, one can see the importance of heart size. The 16-inch upper 
bolt, for example, had a large heart (59$) and the recovery of dimension was 
31$ with and without face defects. The recovery of squares was 20$ with and 
without face defects.
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(Board Feet/Bolt)

Table 'll . Optimum Bolt Yield - Bolts with Heart Defects Only

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Can
Parai

t
lei

D/S 5Q D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 5.69 5.06 4.83 3.38 5.10 4.13 5.45 4.88

6" Butt 6.23 5.89 6.09 5.58 6.64 5.62 5.69 5.47

8" Upper 5.61 5.40 9.51 8.71 9.48 8.52 9.48 8.52

8" Butt 8.10 6.94 11.76 10.77 11.51 10.77 11 .44 10.58

10" Upper 13.59 11.59 16.58 15.03 16.09 14.48 15.66 15.15

10" Butt 11.18 9.23 16 .49 14.96 16.12 15.13 16.65 15.62

12" Upper 18.54 14.64 19.70 .17.52 19.62 17.71 20.03 17.08

12" Butt 16.40 14.00 18 .51 15.46 18.17 15.27 18.88 16.21

14" Upper 22.15 19.68 28.78 26.45 28.22 26.54 29.37 27.38

14" Butt 30.32 22.74 28.29 25.91 27.52 25.17 29.98 26.97

16" Upper 20.63 13.34 29.52 25.46 28.83 26.11 29.60 26.59

16" Butt 41.29 34.40 45.39 38.63 45.63 42.46 45.78 38.63

X Uppers 14.37 11.62 18.15 16.09 17.89 16.24 18.27 16.60

X Butts 18.92 15.53 21.09 18.55 20.93 19.07 21.40 18.91

X Total 16.64 13.58 19.62 17.32 19.41 17.66 19.83 17.76
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Table 12, Percent Recovery - Bolts with Heart Defects Only

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

d/s so D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 56.4 50.2 47.9 33.5 50.6 41.0 54.1 . 48.4
6" Butt 46.8 44.2 45.7 41.9 49.8 42.2 42.7 : 41.1
8" Upper 32.7 31.5 55.4 50.8 55.2 49.7 55.2 49.7
8" Butt 38.1 32.7 55.4 50.7 54.2 50.7 53.9 49.8
10" Upper 50.3 42.9 61 .4 55.7 59.6 53.6 58.0 56.1
10" Butt 34.9 28.8 51.5 46.7 50.3 47.2 52.0 48.8
12" Upper 50.8 40.1 54.0 48.0 53.8 48.5 54.9 46.8

12" Butt 46.5 39.7 52.5 43.8 51.5 43.3 53.5 . 45.9

14" Upper 48.2 42.8 62.6 57.6 61 .4 57.7 63.9 ; 59.6

14" Butt 54.6 40.9 50.9 46.6 49.5 45.3 54.0 48.5

16" Upper 31 .1 20.1 44.6 38.4 43.5 39.4 44.7 40.1

16" Butt 58.9 49.1 64.8 55.1 65.1 60.6 65.3 55.1

X Uppers 44.9 37.9 54.3 47.3 54.0 48.3 55.1 50.1
X Butts 46.6 39.2 53.5 47.5 53.4 48.2 53.6 48.2 '
X Total 45.8 38.6 53.9 47.4 53. 7 48.3 54.4 49.2
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NO FACE OR HEART DEFECTS

Tables 13 and 14 show the optimum obtained for the sawing of bolts with 
both face and heart defects removed. The situation was admittedly, theoretic
al as the bolts were considered to be clear cylinders and this would rarely be 
the case in actual practice. The simulation was considered to be important 
however, to evaluate the effect of heart size on the optimum value.

There was no difference in the results between cant parallel and perpen
dicular because the two patterns are the same, the only difference being the 
positioning of the pattern with respect to the defects. The elimination of 
the defects, eliminates any difference between the two patterns.

Dimension Stock and Square Value

From Tables 13 and 14 the optimum value for dimension stock or squares was 
produced by live sawing in all cases. There are very significant differences 
in value between live sawing and the three other patterns. There are several 
reasons, as follows, for the significance of the result. As in previous runs, 
the wide live-sawn flitches offer the greatest resawing flexibility and there
fore for greatest opportunity to recover the maximum yield. The elimination 
of heart defects reduces that portion of the bolt that was formerly discarded 
during live sawing but recovered by the other patterns. Finally, a cant was 
still produced for the three other patterns to be consistent with previous 
simulation runs. As there were no defects, the cant would have had a higher 
value if it had been remanufactured for squares or dimension rather than pal
let stock. By remanufacturing the cant, the optimum value could bave been in
creased by approximately $2.53 for dimension and $2.46 for squares in the 8, 
10 and 12-inch bolts. As such there would have been no significant differnece 
in value between the various patterns for the 8-inch bolts. Live sawing would 
have still provided the optimum value for 10 and 12-inch bolts. The situation 
would be the same for the 14 and the 16-inch bolts because remanufacturing the 
cant would have reduced the difference between live sawing and the other pat
terns but live sawing would have still resulted in the optimum value. As
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already noted, this was a theoretical run and one that would rarely occur in 
actual practice so the remanufactured cant values were not included in the op
timum value.

From the average values in Tables 13 and 14 one can see that the differ
ences between around and cant sawing were very small. Cant sawing appears to 
result in a slightly higher value for the smaller diameter bolts. The wide 
outside flitches resaw better than the around square edged boards. As dia
meter increases, however, cant sawing results in the production of more narrow 
boards from the cant sides which tend to offset the resawing advantage of the 
wide outside flitches. Around produces neither as wide nor as narrow a board 
as diameter increases and as a result seems to produce a higher value.

The greatest effect of heart elimination is on bolts which contained large 
hearts and for the live sawing pattern for reasons already noted. The 10-inch 
butt bolt, for example, increased in value 93$ for dimension and 106$ for 
squares when the live sawing values with heart were compared to the values 
without heart. The increase in value for the other patterns was approximately 
35$ for both dimension and squares. The increases are greater yet for the 
live sawing of larger bolts for squares. The 14-inch butt bolt and the 16- 
inch upper bolt increased in value by 172$ and 265$, respectively, when heart 
was eliminated from live sawing for squares. The importance of heart size is 
emphasized by the fact that the 14-inch butt and 16-inch upper bolts with 
large heart sizes (_>50$) enjoyed tremendous value gains while the 16-inch 
butt bolt with a smaller heart size (30$) only increased in value by about 
36$. The elimination of heart from the centre of live-sawn flitches can only 
further increase the resawing flexibility and value.

As in previous runs, the 12-inch upper bolt actually yielded a higher val
ue for dimension and squares than the 12-inch upper bolt. From the Bolt Des
criptions (Appendix III), the 12-inch upper bolt was slightly larger than the 
butt bolt and thus yielded a higher volume of product. The exception was the 
live sawing of the butt bolt for squares which resulted in a substantial in
crease in value over the upper bolt. The higher value in this case was a re
flection of the larger square size cut from the 12-inch butt bolt. It is
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interesting to note the shift from dimension to squares for the optimum live 
sawing value at the 12-inch butt bolt. From here in as diameter increases the 
optimum square value exceeds optimum dimension stock value. Again, the higher 
value for squares is a reflection of the price differential between the large 
squares (2" and 2 1/2") and dimension stock. With the elimination of heart 
and the subsequent increased recovery of large squares, the square value ex
ceeds the dimension value for the first time.

Live sawing provided the optimum value for both products in all cases for 
the sawing of the theoretically clear bolts. The significant difference in 
value between live sawing and the other three patterns was a result of the in
creased resawing flexibility of the live-sawn flitches and the recovery of 
high value products from the centre of the bolt by live sawing. Remanufactur
ing the cant produced by the other three patterns did increase value but live 
sawing still resulted in the optimum value.

The elimination of heart defects resulted in an increase in recovery of 
the larger, more valuable squares. This extra value resulted in squares pro
ducing the optimum value rather than dimension stock for the larger diameter 
bolts.

Dimension Stock and Square Yield

The yields associated with the optimum values obtained for the bolts with 
no face or no heart defects are shown in Table 15» The yields shown are the 
board feet of finished product obtained from the bolt.

From Table 15, no one sawing pattern provided the optimum yield; all the 
patterns provided optimum yields at some point. However, it is worthwhile to 
note, live saing has improved considerably. In previous runs live sawing re
sulted in the lowest yield because no pallet material was recovered. The 
elimination of heart defects means the whole bolts can be used during live 
sawing with the resultant increase in yield. Live sawing produced the highest 
overall average yield for both dimension and squares. Cant sawing provided
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the second best yield and around sawing the poorest yield. It is suspected, 
that around sawing of clear bolts results in unnecessary losses due to the 
slabbing of all four sides and extra saw kerf losses required during the turn
ing of the bolt.

As in previous runs, the production of dimension results in a higher yield 
than does the production of squares. Naturally, the random width of the di
mension stock allows closer utilization in the resawing of boards than does 
the fixed width of the squares. This is true whether the board contains de
fect or is essentially clear.

The percent recovery is the percentage of the bolt actually converted to a 
finished product. These percentages are shown in Table 16. Naturally, the 
bolts with higher yields in Table 15 have the higher percent recoveries in 
this table. It is interesting to note the difference in recovery between 
bolts with no defects and the two earlier runs, Tables 8 and 12. From these 
three tables, the greatest increase in recovery occurs for bolts with no de
fects compared to bolts with only heart or heart and face defects. Around, 
cant parallel and perpendicular increase in recovery as defects are removed 
but the effect of heart defects is minimized with the production of a centre 
cant. Eecovery increases from about 50$ to 65% due to the elimination of face 
defects and to some extent heart defects.

Live sawing recovery on the other hand increases from about 4-0% to 66$ for 
dimension and from 35$ to 60$ for squares when face and heart defects are 
eliminated. It is important, again, to note the effect of heart size as it 
re- lates to live sawing. Large heart bolts should not be live-sawn as it 
will result in both a value and volume loss.

Table 16 shows increasing recovery with increasing bolt diameter. As bolt 
diameter increases, the loss due to slabs and kerf will become smaller rela
tive to the volume of the bolt thus increasing the recovery. The recoveries 
in Table 16 are encouraging as well over half and sometimes close to three 
quarters of the bolt volume was converted to a finished product. This recovery



could be increased slightly by resawing squares from the edgings, taking di
mension stock down to 1/2 inch in width and employing thin kerf bandsaws for 
resawing as well as at the headsaw.

-63-
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Product - Dimension Stock 

(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 13- Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with No Face or Heart. Defects

Diameter
Sawing Pattern

and
Position Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

Heart
Size

6" Upper 6.13 5.75 5.85 5.85 8

6" Butt 6.84 6.56 6.35 6.35 5

8" Upper 9.70 7.35 7.22 7.22 37

8" Butt 12.57 8.23 8.23 8.23 32

10" Upper 18.04 14.02 14.26 14.26 31

10" Butt 20.73 16.10 16.16 16.16 45

12" Upper 24.61 20.38 19.97 ' 19.97 38

12” Butt 24.61 19.80 19.37 19.37 39

14" Upper 31.52 26.24 26.79 26.79 45

14" Butt 38.35 32.43 27.58 27.58 50

16" Upper 49.93 43.32 42.90 42.90 59

16" Butt 49.16 43.85 42.96 42.96 32

X Uppers 23.32 19.51 19.50 19.50

X Butts 25.38 21.16 20.11 20.11

X Total 24.35 20.34 19.80 19.80
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Product Squares 
(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 14. Optimum Bolt Value - Bolts with No Face or Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position

Sawing Pattern

Live Around
Cant

Perpendicular
Cant

Parallel
Heart
Size

6" Upper 5.09 3.64 5.09 5.09 8
6" Butt 6.38 5.99 6.01 6.01 5
8" Upper 9.11 5.73 5.69 5.69 37
8" Butt 10.79 7.77 8.50 8.50 32
10" Upper 16.25 12.64 12.71 12.71 31

10" Butt 19.37 14.28 14.33 14.33 45
12" Upper 22.71 16.61 17.22 17.22 38

12" Butt 30.21 16.49 17.22 17.22 39

14" Upper 34.60 24.10 24.38 24.38 45

14" Butt 44.71 27.48 26.60 26.60 50

16" Upper 52.96 41.79 38.37 38.37 59

16" Butt 74.11 45.02 40.81 40.81 32

X Uppers 23.45 17.42 17.24 17.24

X Butts 30.93 19.51 18.91 18.91

X Total 27.19 18.46 18.08 18.08
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(Board Feet/Bolt)
Table 15. Optimum Bolt Yield - Bolts with No Face or Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 6.07 5.25 5.69 3.75 5.79 5.25 5.79 5.25

6" Butt 7.22 6.88 6.76 6.44 6.68 6.46 6.68 6.46

8" Upper 10.40 9.93 11.40 10.21 11.27 9.83 11.27 9.83

8" Butt 12.71 11.31 12.27 12.08 12.27 12.83 12.27 12.83

10" Upper 18.73 17.34 18.43 17.47 18.69 17.66 18.69 17.66

10" Butt 21 .48 18.16 21 .07 19.42 20.50 18.88 20.50 18.88

12" Upper 24.71 22.48 24.34 21.27 23.90 21 .83 23.90 21.83

12" Butt 24.71 23.50 23.75 21 .08 23.34 21.83 23.34 21 .83

14» Upper 32.88 28.77 33.41 31.80 33.91 32.06 33.91 32.00

14" Butt 38.32 35.41 38.51 34.71 34.93 33.80 34.93 33.80

16" Upper 48.02 46.49 42.18 45.80 49.96 46.70 49.96 46.70

16" Butt 30.43 45.89 50.86 42.45 49.66 42.96 49.66 42.96

X Uppers 23.47 21 .74 22.58 21 .72 23.92 22.22 23.92 22.22

X Butts 25.81 23.53 25.54 22.70 24.56 22.79 24.56 22 79 .

X Total 24.64 22.63 24.06 22.21 24.24 22.51 24.24 22.51
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Table 16 . Percent Recovery - Bolts with No Face or Heart Defects

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Can
Parai

t
lei

D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ

6" Upper 60.2 52.1 56.4 37.2 57.4 52.1 56.4 52.1

6" Butt 54.2 51.6 50.7 48.3 50.1 48.5 50.1 48.5

8" Upper 60.6 57.9 66.4 59.5 65.7 57.3 65.7 . 57.3

8" Butt 59.8 53.2 57.8 56.9 57.8 60.4 57.8 60.4

10" Upper 69.4 64.2 68.2 64.7 69.2 65.4 69.2 65.4

10" Butt 67.0 56.7 65.8 60.6 64.0 58.9 64.0 58.9

12" Upper 67.7 61 .6 66.7 58.3 65.5 59.8 65.5 59.8

12" Butt 70.0 66.6 67.3 59.7 66.1 61 .9 66.1 ; 61.9

14" Upper 71.5 62.6 72.7 69.2 73.8 69.7 73.8 69.7

14" Butt 69.0 63.7 69.3 62.5 62.9 60.8 62.9 60.8

16" Upper 72.5 66.4 63.7 76.3 75.4 70.5 75.4 70.5

16" Butt 72.0 65.5 72.6 60.6 70.9 61.3 70.4 61.3

X Uppers 67.0 60.8 65.7 60.9 67.8 62.5 67.7 62.5

X Butts 65.3 59.6 63.9 58.1 62.0 58.6 61.9 58.6

X Total 66.1 60.2 64.8 59.5 64.9 60.6 64.8 60.6
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FACE DEFECTS AND HEART SIZE VARIATION

The first three simulation runs indicated the importance of heart size as 
it relates to live sawing. Therefore, it was decided to investigate the ef
fect of heart size by varying this parameter for specific bolts while retain
ing face defects.

Table 17 shows the optimum bolt values obtained for the 8 and 14-inch 
bolts when sawn with face defects and with three different heart sizes, namely 
0%, 33% and 30% heart. The results for dimension stock and squares are pre
sented in Tables 18 and 19.

Dimension Stock Value

From Table 18, live sawing resulted in the optimum value for dimension 
stock in all cases when heart size was zero. Live sawing increased value by 
approximatley 13% for these bolts when compared to the three other sawing pat
terns. There was no significant difference in value between the three other 
patterns, although cant sawing parallel to the poor face did result in a 
slightly lower value.

The increase in value due to live sawing is attributed to the production 
of wider flitches. These wider flitches allow more flexibility in resawing 
for the recovery of clear area in a board.

The increase in heart size from 0% to 33% naturally resulted in a reduc
tion in the optimum bolt value for all sawing patterns. Whereas live sawing 
had produced the optimum value for these bolts when heart size was zero, the 
increase in heart size to 33% resulted in no significant difference in the 
optimum dimension stock value between any of the four sawing patterns for the 
8 and 14-inch upper bolts.

The increase in heart size to 33% did not, however, affect the butt bolts 
in the same manner. Live sawing the butt bolts for dimension with 33% heart 
still resulted in an 11% increase in the optimum value when compared to the
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three other sawing patterns. A possible explanation for this difference in 
performance between the upper and butt bolts may lie in the inherent quality 
of the butt. The face defects in the upper bolts will be much closer to the 
surface than the defects in the butt bolt.

These defects will limit the width of the clear area on the outer boards 
while the heart will reduce the clear width on the live sawn centre boards. 
As such, live sawing would not offer greater resawing flexibility for the up
per bolts.

With an increase in heart size to 50$, live sawing loses its advantage of 
increased resawing flexibility. Live sawing the 8-inch upper and butt bolt 
for dimension stock resulted in the lowest optimum value when heart size in
creased to 50$. With the 14~inch bolts, live sawing still provided the opti
mum dimension stock value for the butt bolt and a slightly lower value for the 
upper bolt. This is a continuation of the trend which was noted when heart 
size increased to 33$; at this point the upper bolts with more face defects, 
combined with the increased heart size to reduce the resawing flexibility of
fered by live sawing.

Square Value

Live sawing produced the optimum square value for the 8 and 14-inch bolts 
when heart size was zero. Both live and around sawing resulted in a higher 
value for the 8-inch upper bolt. In all other cases, live sawing resulted in 
the optimum value of the four sawing patterns. Increased value ranged from 
15$ for the 8-inch butt bolt to 40$ for the 14-inch upper bolt.

An increase in heart size to 33$ reduced the optimum value and resulted in 
no significant difference between the four sawing patterns for the 8-inch 
bolts. The increased heart size limits the width of the live-sawn boards from 
the small diameter bolts. The resulting narrow, clear areas resaw no better 
than the narrow boards from the other sawing patterns.
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Live sawing resulted in the optimum square value for the 14-inch bolts 
with a 33$ heart. The increased value due to live sawing was 20$ for both the 
upper and butt bolt. Table 14, shows live sawing did not provide an increase 
in value for the 14-inch upper bolt when sawn for dimension stock.

The difference in the two results would seem to be due to the nature of 
the products. The dimension stock was random width while squares are natural
ly fixed width. The added constraint of fixed width for squares means that 
any resawing advantage live sawing offers will show up best when sawing 
squares. This is illustrated by the 14-inch bolts with 33$ heart, as live 
sawing produced the optimum square yield for both the upper and butt bolt and 
the optimum dimension yield for the butt bolt. There was, however, no signi
ficant difference between the four sawing patterns for the optimum dimension 
value from the 14-inch upper bolt.

When heart size was increased to 50$ live sawing resulted in the lowest 
optimum square value compared to the other three sawing patterns for the 
8-inch bolts. Live sawing these bolts resulted in a loss in value of at least 
25$ when compared to the three other patterns.

Live sawing still resulted in the optimum square value for the 14-inch 
bolts despite the increase in heat size to 50$. Live sawing resulted in an 
increase in value of 10$ for the 14-inch upper and 13$ for the 14-inch butt 
bolt. This increeased value due to live sawing is attributed to the fixed 
width nature of the squares combined with the increased resawing flexibility 
of the wide live-sawn flitches. There was very little difference in value be
tween the three other sawing patterns.

Dimension Stock and Square Yield

The yields have been summarized by product, diameter and pattern to cor
respond to the values shown in Table 17» These yields are shown in Table 20.
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Table 20, shows many of the trends noted previously. The yield of dimen
sion stock is higher than the yield of squares and this is to be expected be
cause of the recovery of random width material for dimension stock.

As well, live sawing generally results in the poorest yield of all four 
sawing patterns. Again, this is to be expected as no attempt was made to re
cover pallet material during live sawing while a centre cant was manufactured 
and recovered for the three other sawing patterns. Yield differences between 
the three other sawing patterns were small.

Yield decreased with an increase in heart size due to the additional de
fecting which was required to obtain the clear cuttings. Live sawing yield 
decreased the most as almost no material was recovered from the heart while a 
cant will be recovered from the heart by the three other sawing patterns.

This is illustrated clearly when one examines the percent recovery data 
presented in Table 21. The percent recovery is the percentage of the bolt ac
tually converted to a product. for the 8-inch upper bolts, one can see that 
recovery drops from 42 to 16% as heart size increases form 0 to 50$. For the 
other sawing patterns, recovery decreases from 57 to 45$ for the 8-inch upper 
bolts.

Recovery increased with increasing diameter for reasons already noted but, 
live sawing the 14-inch bolt as heart size increased, resulted in the greatest 
drop in recovery compared to the other three sawing patterns.
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Table 17 Optimum Bolt Value - Heart Size Variation With Regular Defecta
(Dollars/Bolt)

Diameter
and Li Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

rublLion D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ ~ d7s“ SQ
8" Upper

. $ 
0 6.65 5.22 5.67 5.32 5.68" 4.10 5.68 4.10

8" Butt 0 9.52 7.26 8.19 6.31 8.. 19 6.31 7.79 6.48
8" Upper 33 5.06 3.91 4.93 3.64 4.93’ ' 3.64 4.93 3.64
8" Butt 33 7.84 6.36 7.08 6.10 7.08 • 6.10 7.02 5.99
8" Upper 50 2.53 2.13 3.65 2.68 3.65 2.68 3.65 2.68
8" Butt 50 2.64 1.96 3.35 2.56 3.35 2.85 3.26 2.56
14" Upper 0 26.68 28.82 23.41 20.40 23.20 20.54 23.18 21.04
14" Butt 0 21.20 18.79 18.60 15.24 18.82 15.52 18.16 14.67
14" Uppei33 21.03 22.53 21.35 18.21 20.70 18.02 21.14 19.02
14" Butt 33 20.80 18.20 18.60 15.13 18.06 14.63 17.62 14.47
14" Upper 50 19.28 19.18 20.25 16.90 20.37 17.52 19.26 17.02
14 " Butt 50 19.59 16.41 16.51 14.58 16.38 14.54 15.81 13.93
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Product - Dimension Stock 

(Dollars/Bolts)

Table 18. Optimum Bolt Value - Heart Size Variation with Regular Defects

Diameter
Sawing Pattern

and
Position Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

f »63£ t
Size

8" Upper 6.63 5.67 ■ 5.68 5.68 0

8” Butt 9.52 8.19 8.19 7.79 0

8" Upper 5.06 ' 4.93 4.93 4.93 33

8" Butt 7.84 7.08 7.08 7.02 33

8" Upper 2.53 3.65 3.65 3.65 50

8 " Butt 2.64 3.35 3.35 3.26 50

14" Upper 26.68 23.41 23.20 23.18 0

14" Butt 21.20 18.80 18.82 18.16 0

14" Upper 21.03 21.35 20.70 21.14 33

14" Butt 20.08 18.60 18.06 17.62 33

14" Upper 19.28 20.25 20.37 19.26 50

P-4" Butt 19.59 16.51 16.38 15.81 50
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Product - Dimension Stock 

(Dollars/Bolts)

Table 19 Optimum Bolt Value - Heart Size Variation With Regular Defects

Diameter
Sawing Pattern

and
Position Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

Heart
Size

8" Upper 5.22 5.32 4.10 4.10 0

8" Butt 7.26 6.31 6.31 6.48 0

8” Upper 3.91 '3.64 3,64 3.64 33

8" Butt 6.36 6.10 6.10 5.99 33

3" Upper 2.13 2.68 2.68 2.68 50

8" Butt 1.96 2.56 2.85 2.56 50

14" Upper 28.82 20.40 20.54 21.04 0

14” Butt 18.79 15.24 15.52 14.67 0

14" Upper 22.53 18.21 18.02 19.02 33

14" Butt 18.20 15.13 14.63 14.47 33

14" Upper 19.18 16.90 17.52 17.02 50

14" Butt 16.41 14.58 if .54 13.93 50
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Table 20. Optimum Bolt Yield - Heart Size Variation With Regular Defects
(Board Feet/Bolt)

Diameter
and

Position
Li /e Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

D/S SQ D/S SQ D/S SQ d7s~ SQ
8" Upper

O'
/O0 7.17 5.91 9.89 / 9.83 9.83 8.52 9.83 . 8/52

8" Butt 0 9.67 7.94 12.27 10.77 12-.27 10.77 11.87 10.96
8" Upper 33 5.41 4.40 10.63 9.40 10.62’ ' 9.40 10.62 9.40
8" Butt 33 8.02 6.92 11.17 10.58 11.17 10.58 11.09 10.40
8" Upper 50 2.68 2.32 7.80 6.83 7.80 6.83 7.80 6.83
8" Butt 50 2.84 . 2.31 7.46 6.83 7.46 7.21 7.37 6.83
14" Upper 0 28.05 25.04 30.54 28.39 31.10 28.43 30.27 28.90
14" Butt 0 22.16 18.06 25.97 23.35 26.70 23.47 25.02 ; 22.36
14M Upperk 33 21.19 19.67 28.33 26.05 27.75 25.86 28.24 26.96
14" Butt 33 21.23 16.26 25.76 23.16 25.25 22.18 24.61 22.17
14" Upper 30 21.12 16.60 28.15 25.54 28.86 26.68 26.20 24.53
14 ” Butt 30 25.63 14.70 27.95 29.59 33.70 32.68 30.81 29.45
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Table 21, Percent Recovery - Heart Size Variations With Regular Defects

Diameter
and Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

rosirion D/S SQ D/S SQ d7 s SQ d7s en
8" Upper

O' 
/0
0 41.8 34.4 57.6 57.3 57. 3 49.6 57.3 49.6

8" Butt 0 45.5 37.4 57.8 50.7 57.8 50.7 55.9 51.6
8" Upper 33 31.5 25.6 61.9 54.8 61.9 * 54.8 61.9 54.8
8" Butt 33 37.7 32.6 52.6 49.8 52.6 -49.8 52.6 49.8
8" Upper 50 15.6 13.5 45.4 39.8 45.4 39.8 45.4 39.8
8" Butt 50 13.4 10.9 35.1 32Tl 35.1 33.9

! 7 32.1
14" Upper 0 61.0 54.5 66.4 61.8 67.7 61.8 65.9 62.9
14" Butt 0 39.9 32.5 46.7 42.0 48.0 42.2 45.0 - 40.2
14" Upper 33 46.1 42.8 61.6 56.7 60.4 56.3 61.4 58.6
14" Butt 33 38.2 29.3 46.4 41.7 45.4 39.9 44.3 39.9
14" Upper 

14 " Butt

50 45.9 36.0 61.2 55.6 62.8 58.0 . 57.0 53.4
50 46.1 26.4 50.3 53.2 60.6 58.8 55.4 53.0
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OPPOSITE AND ADJACENT FACE DEFECTS

A final run was set up to investigate the effect of the position of two 
faces containing defects on the value and yield from the four different sawing 
patterns. The heart and face defects were eliminated from the bolts and then 
face defects were placed on specific faces, either adjacent or opposite faces. 
These bolts were then sawn and the resulting values are shown in Tables 22.

The results do not show a strong trend for any sawing pattern or defect 
location. Live sawing the bolts with the defects on adjacent faces resulted 
in a slightly higher value than when the defects were on opposite faces for 
the small diameter bolt. This trend did not however, hold true for the larger 
diameter bolt.

As in previous runs, there were small differences in value between around, 
cant parallel and perpendicular sawing. Around sawing the small diameter bolt 
resulted in a value equal to or slighter greater than cant parallel or perpen
dicular. For the larger diameter bolt, around sawing tended to result in a 
dimension stock value which was slightly higher than the value produced by the 
other two patterns. While cant sawing parallel to the defects gave a higher 
square value in most cases. With the larger bolt, cant sawing parellel will 
produce wide flitches which contain the defects. It is thought that these 
wide flitches offer more resawing flexibility in the production of fixed width 
squares thus resulting in a higher value. This is consistent with the work 
done in the earlier runs.
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(Dollars/Bolt)

Table 22. Optimum Value - No Heart With Opposite or Adjacent Face Defects

Diameter
and

Position
Live Around

Cant
Perpendicular

Cant
Parallel

D/5 i SQ D/S so D/S f SQ D/S 1 SfT
8" Upper 9.36 8.76 6.36 4.69 5.81 4.19 5.81 ' 4.19
8" Butt 12.27 10.50 7.98 7.04 7.98 7.04 7.98 7.04
8" Upper 9.62 9.02 6.26 4.36 5.81 • 4.19 5.81 4.19
8" Butt 12.80 10.99 7.98 7.04 7.98 -7.04 7.98 : 7.04
14" Upper 29.98 29.80 24.59 21.13 24.48 20.42 25.91 23.00

14" Butt 37.25 39.91 30.99 25.99 29.39 25.60 29.66 26.20
14" Upper 30.05 31.30 25.22 22.42 25.20 21.71 25.20 21.71
14" Butt 36.62--- - . 4- 37.16 31.05 25.80 29.52 25.90 • 29.52; 25.90 . . 1
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COMPONENT LENGTH DISTRIBUTION

Square and dimension stock operations produce more shorter length than 
longer length cuttings. The abundance of shorter cuttings poses a utiliza
tion, an inventory or a disposal problem for the plant manager. The scarcity 
of the longer length cuttings result in an increase of the product cost as 
more rough dimension lumber must be processed for the required longer length 
cuttings. For these reasons, the effect of the sawing pattern on the compon
ent length distribution was investigated as an important consideration to the 
feasibility of processing short length bolts.

The component length distribution was examined by sawing patterns for both 
the production of dimension stock and squares on the bolt models developed 
from the bolts with their actual face and heart defects.

Using board and defect coordinates data, BRLCUT determines the clear area 
in each board and places components into these areas to give maximum utiliza
tion of the board within the restrictions defined by the cutting order. The 
cutting bills used for both dimension stock and squares were based on a survey 
of Canadian furniture plant requirements.

The following is the cutting bill employed for the dimension stock simula
tion:

WIDTHS - inches

Random widths 

Ranging from 

1 1/4 - 3 1/2 inches in 

1/4 - inch increments

LENGTHS - inches 

14 1/2 

18 1/2 

26 1/2 

35 1/2 

47 1/2
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The following is the cutting bill employed for the squares simulation:

WIDTHS - inches LENGTHS - inches

1 1/2
2
2 1/2

12
24

36

48

A length-squared times width (LZW) weighting system was employed by the 
BRDCUT program to give priority to longer cuttings. The first cutting placed 
on a board by the computer would be the one with the largest L2W product. 
It was thought that this procedure would more adequately represent the higher 
value of longer cuttings due the the scarcity of these cuttings to the furni
ture industry.

During a recent furniture plant study, the BRDCUT program was evaluated 
through a comparison of simulated versus actual board yields and an analysis 
of the cutting length distribution. The BRDCUT program was consistently with
in —  5$ of the actual board yields and the overall cutting length distribu
tion.

Figures 6 and 7 show the percent length distribution for the simulated 
production of dimension stock and squares, respectively, by sawing pattern. 
In general, all the sawing patterns produced 60$ of the longest cutting length 
and 40$ of the remaining cutting lengths for both dimension stock and squares. 
The sawing pattern had little effect on the cutting length distribution be
cause the L2W weighting placed such a high priority on the selection of the 
longest cutting. The live sawing pattern yielded the lowest percentage of the 
longest cutting length for both the production of dimension stock and squares 
because the live sawing pattern obtained the highest yield. The additional 
yield that the live sawing pattern obtained was primarily shorter cutting 
lengths which decreased the percentage of the longest cutting length. The 
same is true for the percent cutting length distribution of the other three 
sawing patterns compared in relationship to each other.



In summary, the sawing pattern had little effect on the component length 
distribution for either squares or dimension stock.
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CUTTING BILL-INCHES
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CUTTING BILL-INCHES
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CROSSCUT FIRST VS. RIP FIRST

There are two major problems in the manufacturing of furniture components; 
the increasing costs and the decreasing quality of the raw material, and in
creasing labour and machine costs. The interaction of these variables and 
their influence on the final product cost will decide whether to crosscut or 
rip first during the lumber breakdown process. The effect of lumber costs is 
much greater than labour and machine cost in determining the final product 
cost. Therefore, the greatest area of improvement for the production of fur
niture components, is the optimization of the component yield from the lumber 
input.

In the roughmill process, if the crosscut operation is first, the maximum 
yield will be obtained when the cutting bill includes a variety of cutting 
lengths. When the emphasis is placed on maximum length cuttings, the yield 
decreases regardless of lumber grade; with a higher rate decrease in the lower 
lumber grades.

Considering industrial practices, the end product has the most important 
effect on the roughmill sequence. Almost all furniture plants crosscut first, 
whereas, all flooring and moulding plants rip first. The furniture plants
crosscut first to produce wider and shorter components to ease the planing and 
handling problems. The flooring and moulding plants rip first to produce nar
rower and longer components. These two, contrasting types of operations have 
two prime objectives in common;

1) to maximize the yield, and
2) to minimize the processing costs.

The computer simulation, through bolt and sawmill modelling assessed the 
optimum conversion system, sawing pattern and product mix required for an ef
ficient and profitable operation. The computer programs to simulate the var
ious bolt and sawmill models were LOGSAW and BRDCUT. LOGSAW generated the 
boards and their defects sawn from the bolt models, then BRDCUT designed the 
layout of cuttings in all clear areas and "cut" them from each board. BRDCUT
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maximizes the yield of cuttings and then decides whether to crosscut or rip 
the board first to minimize the number of changes in operations. It is impor
tant to note that when the number of changes in operation was equal, regard
less of whether the board was crosscut or ripped first; the board was classed 
as a crosscut board. In addition, the portion of the program which controls 
the theorectical "cutting up" of a board to release the established compon
ents; tries to extend the crosscut kerfs, before it tries to extend the rip 
kerfs, creating a bias .in favor of crosscutting first.

The crosscut versus rip first analysis was conducted from the information 
generated by LOGSAW and BRDCUT on the bolt models developed from the bolts 
with their actual face and heart defects.

Figure 8 shows the percent occurrence of boards to be crosscut or ripped 
first by sawing pattern. Ripping first was preferred with the live sawing 
pattern and crosscutting was perferred with the around and cant sawing pat
terns. The live sawing pattern had a higher ripping than crosscutting occur
rence because most of the defects were randomly distributed in the pith zone 
of center-cut boards. The ripping operation is well suited for the defecting 
of the pith zone and the wane on each edge of live-sawn boards. Live sawing 
produces wider boards than the other sawing patterns, which allows a greater 
flexibility to layout the clear area cuttings. The around and cant sawing 
patterns had a higher crosscutting than ripping occurrence because most of the 
defects were located in the center cant and the remaining isolated defects can 
easily be eliminated by crosscutting, since there is no pith zone and the re
sulting boards have less wane than the live-sawn boards. The around and cant 
sawing patterns produced narrower boards than the live-sawn boards, which sev
erely limits the ripping operation. The difference was smaller between the 
crosscutting and ripping occurrence for the cant parallel to the poor face 
sawing pattern because the resulting boards were wider than the boards pro
duced from the poor face for the around and cant perpendicular to the poor 
face sawing patterns. The ripping preference of the wider boards from the 
poor face is exceeded by the crosscutting perference of the narrower boards 
from the two faces adjacent to the poor face.



The BRDCUT program opted to rip first for all the sawing patterns when 
simulating the manufacturing of squares. The square itself is long and nar
row, matching the shape of cutting produced by the rip operation. The deci
sion to rip first for squares is based on end product shape and not defect 
distribution or board width.
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Productivity is one measure of a sawmill's performance. It is the rela
tionship of a sawmill's input of log volume to the output of product volume 
for a predetermined length of time. Sawing time commences when the sawyer 
starts to move a log onto the carriage and stops when the carriage is in pos
ition to receive the next log. Delays due to operational breakdown are ex
cluded but delays caused by log characteristics are included, resulting in a 
net sawing time. The net sawing time and the log volume are used to calculate 
the net productivity, usually expressed as gross cubic feet of log volume per 
minute of net sawing time, or, as the number of logs processed per hour of net 
sawing time. The actual productivity will be a function of the amount of 
downtime.

Several plant studies were conducted to compare the product recoveries, 
obtained through computer simulation, to actual operating conditions, as well, 
productivity data was collected to better assess the performance of various 
sawmill systems.

The productivity of a sawmill is determined by the following variables;

1) quality of the available resource
2) product mix
3) sawing pattern
4) sawmill equipment

Quality of the Available Resource

The productivity of a sawmill depends on the log characteristics of the 
raw material entering the sawmill. Based on sawmill throughput, the log char
acteristics which significantly, affect the productivity are diametei’ and 
length. Although variables such as; diameter, length, position, clear faces 
and scaled defect are used in the determination of grade, the grade will only 
affect the productivity if based on product volume and not sawmill throughput.

PRODUCTIVITY
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Without introducing the variables of product mix or sawmill system, Figure 
9 shows the effect of diameter on productivity, expressed as gross cubic feet 
of bolt volume per minute of new sawing time. There is a significant increase 
in productivity with an increase in diameter up to the 17-inch diameter class, 
where the productivity levels off and decreases with a further increase in di
ameter. The larger diameter bolts become increasingly more difficult to man- 
ouver at the headsaw, thereby, increasing the net sawing time and decreasing 
the productivity. Figure 10 shows the effect of diameter on productivity, ex
pressed as the number of bolts processed per hour of net sawing time. For the 
same rate of production, a mill sawing only 12-inch diameter bolts would re
quire to process 50 bolts per hour compared to a mill sawing only 16-inch dia
meter bolts, processing 35 bolts per hour. The situation in only hypotheti
cal, but does illustrate the effect of diameter on productivity.

Figure 11 shows the effect of bolt length on productivity expressed as 
gross cubic feet per minute of net sawing time. By allowing the length to 
vary and maintaining the other variables constant, a mill processing bolts 
with an average bolt length of 5*0 feet will obtain a 25$ increase in produc
tivity compared to a mill processing bolts with an average bolt length of 4.0 
feet. When the sawmill's productivity is expressed as the number of bolts 
processed per hour of net sawing time, the bolt length will not have a signi
ficant influence on the productivity. The bolt length directly affects the 
bolt volume, but insignificantly affects the number of bolts processed per 
hour. The only variable of the resource quality to determine the number of 
bolts to be processed per hour is the diameter, which dictates the number of 
saw cuts, the number of turns and the degree of difficulty in position the 
bolt at the headsaw.

Product Mix

Short log processing is mainly associated with vertically-integrated fur
niture companies. These furniture companies require cut-to-length square as 
the major product manufactured in the sawmill, and to a lesser priority other 
products such as; chair back stock, dimension stock and pallet stock. The
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product mix, then, is the type and size of these products produced from the 
bolt input.

It is obvious, the sawmill productivity is maximized when the sawing time 
is minimized. The situation is much more complex than only reducing the saw
ing time, the sawmill must also consider the product value. For example, a 
sawmill producing only timbers will have a high productivity and product re
covery, but the product value is low. The main objective of a viable opera
tion is to maximize the product value. Once a market analysis has been com
pleted and a marketing strategy determined, a product mix can be derived to 
optimize the product value.

Figure 12 shows the effect of the product mix on the productivity, ex
pressed as gross cubic feet of bolt volume per minute of net sawing time. The 
example is based on a cut-to-length square operation; where the size of the 
squares was the only variable allowed to influence the productivity. The pro
ductivity was calculated for the bolts producing 2-inch squares and for the 
bolts producing 2 and 3-inch squares. The productivity increase was 20% for 
the bolt producing the larger square size. The production of a larger square 
size decreased the number of saw cuts per bolt; decreasing the sawing time and 
increasing the sawmill's productivity.

Sawing Pattern

The simulation study has shown live sawing of hardwoods to yield a higher 
recovery of squares than any other sawing pattern, with the exception of bolts 
with large, low grade or cull hearts. In most cases, not only is the product 
yield higher for live sawing, but there are fewer cuts required on the headsaw 
resulting in a higher productivity.

During the plant studies, productivity data was collected for the purpose 
of evaluating the various sawmilling systems. The sawing pattern was especi
ally observed with respect to; quality of the available resource, company pol
icy to the product mix and sawmill equipment.
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Figure 13 shows the effect of the sawing pattern on productivity, express
ed as gross cubic feet of bolt volume per minute of net sawing time. Both 
short log operations were producing cut-to-length squares, bending stock and 
pallet stock. The cant sawing pattern was a short log carriage with a double
cutting headsaw while the live sawing operation was short log carriage with 
only a single cutting headsaw. The single-cutting headsaw employing the live 
sawing pattern increased prodcutivity 8 % over the cant sawing pattern, based 
on a 12-inch diameter bolt. The live sawing pattern had a 10 % increase on 
the productivity of the larger diameter bolts and a 5 % increase on the pro
ductivity of the smaller diameter bolts. The reason for the greater increase 
on the productivity of the larger diamters is caused by the significant reduc
tion of the number of sawing passes at the headsaw when live sawing the larger 
diameter bolts.

Sawing Equipment

The selection of the sawmill equipment is based on the product mix and the 
amount of available capital to be invested. A sawmill should be designed with 
the end products in mind, whether the sawmill is vertically-integrated with a 
furniture company or an independent producer. Once the product mix has been 
determined, the selection of the mill equipment is elementary and only depends 
on the amount of available capital. The most expensive piece of machinery in 
a sawmill is the headsaw, but also, the most important! The combination of 
headsaw type and sawyer is the largest contributing factor toward the saw
mill's recovery and productivity. The capital invested in the proper sawmill 
system is the key to a successful operation.

Figure 14 shows the effect of headsaw type on productivity, expressed as 
gross cubic feet of bolt volume per minute of net sawing time. The productiv
ity of a short log carriage with a single-cut headsaw is almost three times 
the productivity of a manual bolter, based on a 12-inch diameter bolt. There 
is considerable time lost in handling and positioning of the bolts with a 
short log bolter. The short log carriage system not only significantly in
creases the productivity, but also, the sawing accuracy.
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There are several primary breakdown systems recently introduced to improve 
the conversion of short log processing of hardwoods- These methods will be 
evaluated in the section dealing with the design of a sawmill system.

Previous research studies have shown the headsaw productivity was higher 
(net sawing time lower) when using resaws, regardless of the sawing pattern. 
The use of resaws doubled the mill productivity for both live and around saw
ing patterns. It was estimated, the productivity for the live sawing pattern 
with resaws could have been 2 l/2 times the productivity without resaws if 
sufficient surge table capacity was available when sawing 12-inch logs. It 
was evident from the plant studies that the resaw and surge table capacities 
are limiting variables for the mill productivity of a short log carriage
system.
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FIGURE 9. THE EFFECT OF DIAMETER ON PRODUCTIVITY

DIAMETER-INCHES
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FIGURE 10. THE EFFECT OF DIAMETER ON PRODUCTIVITY
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FIGURE 11. THE EFFECT OF LENGTH ON PRODUCTIVITY
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FIGURE 12. THE EFFECT OF PRODUCT MIX ON PRODUCTIVITY
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DIAMETER-INCHES
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SHORT LUMBER DRYING

Drying techniques to date have dwelt primarily with long length lumber 
(i.e. 6'~16') and although some of these techniques are applicable to short 
lumber, many must be modified.

It has been found in practice that drying schedules should be milder for 
short length lumber. Milder schedules can mean gains in quality of the dried 
lumber. Some mills have found that by starting the dry schedule at a much 
lower temperature, as in a predryer, the tension within the wood is more even
ly distributed, thus causing less warp. Other mills have had success by air 
drying prior to kiln drying, still others have used higher air velocities al
lied with very much higher starting humidity. Milder schedules also means 
less wood loss due to shrinkage. One source points out that oak lumber with 
initial moisture content of thirty percent shrinks 1 . 3 % more when dried at 
140°P than dried at 95°R* This leads one to believe that to successfully dry 
short lumber, the initial drying must be milder than with long lumber.

An advantage of drying short lumber sorted-to-length is that the density 
of the pile approaches 90 % whereas with long lumber the figure is 70 %. This 
means that not only can more wood be placed in a packet, but with shorter pac
kets, the space in the kiln can be more efficiently used. With tighter piling 
in the kiln due to smaller packets, less of the airflow bypasses the boards, 
thus making for better drying. The increased kiln capacity due to better use 
of kiln space should help offset the longer drying times caused by the milder 
drying schedules. If there is a wide variation between widths of boards then 
the lumber should be sorted into wide and narrow boards. Narrow stock gener
ally degrades less than wider stock, with this in mind, narrower stock charges 
could be dryed faster.

End checking is a problem in all lumber, particularly in short lumber, or 
cut-to-iength dimension and squares. A modest end check in a long board be
comes substantial in a short board and must be avoided, therefore end coating



is a must for short lumber and squares. End coating may be considered to be 
an additional cost, but can be kept relatively low by mechanization. Most di
mension stock should be end coated before sale, minimizing the possibility of 
moisture take-up enroute to the end user and makes for a more saleable product.

-100-
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GLOSSARY

Bolt : A portion of a tree stem ranging from 3-8 feet 
long and usually sawn using a bolter saw or on a 
short log carriage.

Bucking: Crosscutting a felled tree into logs or bolts.

Defect : In timber, any feature that lowers its technical 
quality or commercial value and therefore its 
gi*ade. Whether a particular feature is classed as 
a blemish, imperfection, or defect depends on the 
relevant grading rules or specifications.

Dimension Stock: Is a broad term which refers to hardwood lumber 
which has been processed to a stage where the max
imum waste has been removed. Rough lumber is pro
cessed to produce dimension stock to the exact 
specifications of the purchaser. The term dimen
sion stock covers a wide variety of wood products 
all the way from a rough-sawn, green blank to a 
fully-machined wood part ready for assembly. Di
mension stock will fall into one of the following 
classes.

a) Rough components. These consist of blanks and 
squares sawn and ripped to specific sizes and 
quality ranges. Squares are produced directly 
from short logs and bolts for end use in the turn
ing industry. Blanks are produced from lumber and 
may be sold in rough or surfaced form, they are 
used in upholstery and bending parts. Rough com
ponents will frequently be purchased when a plant 
is using wood species other than that it noi-mally
uses.
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Discoloured

Flitch:

Heartwood:

b) Semi-finished components, is rough dimension 
carried one or two steps further in the manufac
turing process. It may include one or more of 
several operations such as edge or face gluing, 
surfacing, moulding, tenoning, drum sanding, 
equalizing, trimming or mitering, but which will 
not make the product a completely fabricated one 
ready for assembly.

c) Fully-finished components would be those parts 
which have gone through the complete cycle of 
machining operations and are usually ready for 
assembly excepting perhaps final light sanding. 
These components are often purchased in complete 
furniture piece sets, as knocked down, unfinished 
furniture.

Wood : In wood, discolouration or variation from the na
tural colour, due to chemical reaction, fungi, or 
other causes.

A large piece from the side of a log (i.e. clear 
of the pith), which is sawn on two or more sides, 
waney, bevel-edged or square-edged and intended 
for further conversion.

The wood extending from the pith to the sapwood, 
the cells of which no longer participate in the 
life processes of the tree. Heart may contain 
certain phenolic compounds, gums, resins and other 
material that normally make it darker and more de
cay resistant than sapwood.
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Log:

Mineral Streaks:

Percent Recovery:

Sawing Patterns:

A section of a tree, cut from the tree after it 
has been felled. The raw material from which lum
ber, plywood and other wood products are processed.

An olive to greenish-black or brown local discol
ouration, of undetermined cause, found in hard
woods particularly in hard maples. It is commonly 
associated with bird pecks, and other injuries.

The ratio stated as a percentage, between the raw 
material input volume and the product or output 
volume after a manufacturing process. e.g. the 
ratio between the volume of lumber produced from a 
volume of logs after the sawmilling process.

LIVE: one face is sawn almost to the pith before
turning 180° and completing the sawing process.

PANT SAWING: from the first face two or three
boards are sawn, depending on size of log, the log 
is turned 180° before removing two or three more 
boards. The remaining cant can then be sawn, flat 
side down, from either edge, to produce square- 
edged boards.

AROUND: boards are removed from all four faces
while trying to obtain the highest NHLA grades.
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FIGURE . SAWING PATTERN DEFINITIONS

X 1 X

X  X

THE POOR FACE P00R FACE
1» Signifies the poorest face
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GO - NO GO CRITERIA FOR CLEAR-TWO-SIDES DIMENSION STOCK

APPENDIX I

Defect Clear Face

Bark Pocket No Go
Bird Peck1 No Go
Checks2 No Go
Collapse Ho Go
Cross Break No Go
Dog Hole No Go
Felling Damage No Go
Holes: large worm No Go

medium worm, pin, or shot No Go
Knot3: cluster No Go

loose (or hole) No Go
sound No Go 1/8 !Inch or Over

Mechancial Damage No Go
Mineral Stain '* No Go
Pith No Go
Pith Fleck Go
Pith Fleck and Check No Go
Rot No Go
Shake No Go
Split No Go
Wane (including void) No Go

1 Very rare in hard maple.
2Unlikely to dress out.
3In measuring diameter, include all severely distorted grain. 
''Without collapse or checking.
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APPENDIX II

PRODUCT PRICES

1 ) Dimension Stock - (C2S1, Random Width)

4/4 6/4
14 1/2" $ 810/Mbf $ 840/Mbf
18 1/2" 835 870
26 1/2" 855 930
35 1/2" 880 990
47 1/2" 895 1010

1 clear-two-sides

2) Squares -. (Kiln-Dried)

6/4 8/4 10/4
1 2" $ 620/Mbf $ 885/Mbf $ 1000/Mbf
24" 770 935 1150
36" 870 1035 1550
48" 970 1135 1650

3) Pallet Stock -

Cants - 4" x 4" $230/Mbf
4" x 6"

Stock average $230/Mbf
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A P P E N D I X  III BOLT D E S C R I P T I O N S

Bolt.
Large-end 
Di ameter

Small-end
Diameter

Percent
Heart

Clear
Faces

6 " Upper 6 .5 5.9 8 0

6 " Butt 7.8 6.4 5 2

8" Upper 8 .3 7.9 37 1

8 " Butt 9. 2 8.7 32 4

1 0 " Upper 10.3 9 .8 31 2

1 0 " Butt 1 1 . 5 1 0 . 6 45 3

1 2 " Upper 12.3 11.3 38 4

1 2 " Butt 1 1 .9 11 . 3 39 3

14" Upper 14.1 13.1 45 4

14" Butt 13.3 13.8 50 4

16" Upper 16.0 15.8 59 3

16" Butt 16.9 15.8 32 4

Bolt Length - 52.0"
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Bolt Diameter - 6"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Live (1)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

6"
Upper
Cant Parallel (2)
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

6"
Upper
Cant Perpendicular (3)
Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

6"
Upper
Around (A)
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 6"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Live (5)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 6"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Parallel (6)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern



Bolt Diameter - 6"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (7)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern
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Bolt Diameter - 6"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Around (8)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter - 8"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern -Live (9)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

- 117 "

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 8"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (10)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern 
Product -
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

-  8 "

Upper
- Cant Parallel (11)

Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

8"
Upper
Around (12) 
Squares and Dimension Stock

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

8 "

Butt
Live (14)
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



r

Bolt Diameter - 8"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Bant Perpendicular (15)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

-  122  ~

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 8"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Parallel (16)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face



124

Bolt Diameter - 8"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Around (17)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter 1 Ü"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Live (19)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



126

Bolt Diameter - 10"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (20)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

10"

Upper
Cant Parallel (21)
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



~  128

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 10"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Around (22)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

X

x poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 1 0"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern -, Live (23)
Product - Squares

x - poor face



130
Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 10"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Live (24) 
Product - Dimension Stock

X

x poor face



131

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 10"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (25) 
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face

tip
s*



132

Bolt Diameter 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern 
Product -

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

-  10"

Butt
- Cant Parallel (26)

Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



~ 133 ~
Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 10"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Around (27)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



134

Bolt Diameter - 12"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Live (28)
Product - Squares

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face



135

12"

Upper 
Live (29)
Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

x - poor face



136

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 12"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (30)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

X

x - poor face



137-

Bolt Diameter - 1 2 "
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Cant Parallel (31)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face



138

Bolt Diameter - 12"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Around (32)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter - 1 2 "
Position - Butt
Sawing. Pattern - Live (33)
Product - Squares

- 139 -

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x - poor face



- 140 -

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 1 2 "
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Live (3 5)
Product - Dimension Stock

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter - 12"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (36)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

- 141 -

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

12"

Butt
Cant Parallel (37)
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



- 143 “

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 12"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Around (38)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



144

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 14"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Live (39) 
Product - Squares

X

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

- 145 -

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

14"
Upper 
Live (40) 
Dimension Stock

X

x - poor face



146

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

14"
Upper
Cant Perpendicular (41) 
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



147

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

14"
Upper
Cant Parallel (4 2 ) 
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face



1

Bolt Diameter - 14"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Around (45)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

_ 140 _

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 14"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Live (46)
Product - Squares

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

x poor face



150

14"
Butt
Live (47)
Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter - 14"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Perpendicular (48) 
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

-151 -
Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter - 14"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Parallel (49)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face



Bolt Diameter - 14"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Around (52)
Product - Squares and Dimension Stock

-153 "

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Bolt Diameter 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern 
Product -

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

X

- 16"
Upper

- Live (53) 
Squares

x poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern 
Product -

16"

Upper 
Live (54) 
Dimension Stock

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16"
Upper
Cant Perpendicular (57) 
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16"
Upper
Cant Parallel (58)
Squares and Dimension Stock

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

16"
Upper
Around (59) 
Squares

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 16"
Position - Upper
Sawing Pattern - Around (60)
Product - Dimension Stock

x - poor face



-  160  "

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 16"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Live (61)
Product - Squares

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16"
Butt
Live (63) 
Dimension Stock

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16"

Butt
Cant Perpendicular (64) 
Squares

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 16"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Parallel (63)
Product - Squares

X

x - poor face



164

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16 "

Butt
Cant Perpendicular (66) 
Dimension Stock

x - poor face



165

Bolt Diameter - 1 6"
Position - Butt
Sawing Pattern - Cant Parallel (67)
Product - Dimension Stock

X

Appendix - Sawing Pattern

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16"

Butt
Around (68) 
Squares

X

x - poor face
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Appendix - Sawing Pattern

Bolt Diameter - 
Position - 
Sawing Pattern - 
Product -

16"
Butt
Around (69) 
Dimension Stock

x - poor face


